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Welcome to the OZ Freak Show. A gallery of beautiful people, whose wildly original world-view flows into their life style. Freaks are anti-hypocrites; who abolish the barriers between theory and action, fantasy and reality, politics and play, sanity and madness...

With media turning the world into that global village, plugging us into the same experiences and madness growing into the same person. In such a world, freaks restore the individual.

THE WIZARD OF AUSS

The only conventional thing about Ian Chownell was the manner of his arrival at Heathrow Airport yesterday. He flew in from Australia by jet.

As resident wizard at the University of New South Wales, he might have been expected to arrive on a broomstick. But he explained: "I do not scatter powder and the spells. I am an illusion breeder."

He lives in a special house at the university and is supported, he said, by the students and the Vice-Chancellor's fund. "It is called the ALF house. It stands for Action for Love and Freedom. Members of ALF are for freedom without the use of drugs."

The whistles, he said, were to make everything go quiet while he explained to policemen that he is not guilty. "I am an illusion breeder."

The theory and practice of politics of the absurd

Some fragments to be filled in by others.

The fool acting

If it is illegal to sleep in the open air, sit on the pavement, read certain books, miss a day at school, to run away from home under the age of 16, to laugh and sing in the street, and punishable (by refusal of employment) to grow one's hair to a pre-1914 length, then it is obvious that the insanity of our civilisation requires very special handling. Without face to lose, there is a great freedom of opportunity for a fundamental critique of all social relations and ethics. There is a great deal of license permitted a fool provided he is seen as having nothing to gain by his activity. Just to do absurd things that harm no one, perhaps make a fool comment on a puritanical practice in a friendly way, let people have a laugh at your expense if nothing else. If you are generous and wealthy in this area of personality, then you have achieved something towards alleviating the tension and anxiety of life in this decaying culture. Who loses?

This leads me into an outline of the theory and practice of the fun revolution against the absurd. The kingdom of heaven on earth in this eschatology is of course the Fool's Paradise Cockayne or the Bun's Heaven that Butl Ives used to sing:

THE FUNCTION OF DEMONSTRATION

Protests and demonstrations have at least two functions:

1. Instrumental to attempt to persuade other people that your point of view is right.
2. Affective to improve the emotional satisfaction of demonstrating itself.

How can this twin objective be best satisfied? This is the issue - not bourgeois considerations of respectability of puritan self-inflicted prohibition, nor the emotional aggression and not to be trusted (including themselves, of course), nor traditional hanging on to outdated model of the good old time but to work out the good time and revolutionary strategies which may have to be made. Other gear for demons include:

- Hats: Helmets (affecting the Roman, medieval, Gothic, Viking, etc., and/or instrumental-protective, e.g., modern Japanese, police they are bowlers and top hats (capitalist absurd), flying helmets (curse you, Red Baron), boy scout hats (to desert safely if this is the only way out, Martyrs are manipulating pity to get their cause accepted not by reason but through Black Magic (control). Going to gaol is no sign of being right. Going into a mental institution is a sign of being wrong (see Laing and Goffman on this). Work it out free of social control by the "Lonely Crowd" around you.

THE THEORY AND PRACTICE OF POLITICS OF THE ABSURD

IN THE FUN REVOLUTION EVERYONE WINS

In the fun revolution everyone wins or it is immoral and inhumane. Social relationships are transformed, individual organisms are not hurt, maimed or killed. Man is a role-player, not a three-dimensional totem. White Anglo-Saxon Protestant Adult Male Bourgeois Business Executive with the rest of mankind at an inferior residual category. Man can be liberated from seriousness and self-hypnosis encouraged by dependence on print, education, nationalism, symbols of success, cleanliness, whiteness and achievement, and Pythagorean overreliance on quantitative criteria of meaning. Man as free from oral dependency, hangups, anal control and order hangups, castration anxiety and sexual inadequacy hangs up. Man neither as free to hurt others nor as forced to love them. It's the way we think and understand can liberate us and all mankind.

Heads I win Tails you lose tactics to give the aggressive puritans enough rope to hang themselves with and then to love them instead of hurting them. Is the basic tactic and ethic of the ALF fun revolution, e.g., placard in one of last year's fun Demos, "Let Professors use student toilets". The use of dolls as deterrence of authoritarian teacher figures disguised as individuals loving man and wishing to liberate him.

Love the Americans in Vietnam, help them to get home to their friends, etc., or to desert safely if this is the only way out. Martyrs are manipulating pity to get their cause accepted not by reason but through Black Magic (control). Going to gaol is no sign of being right. Going into a mental institution is a sign of being wrong (see Laing and Goffman on this). Work it out free of social control by the "Lonely Crowd" around you.

THE THEORY AND PRACTICE OF POLITICS OF THE ABSURD

Some fragments to be filled in by others.

Need for an Alf [Australian Liberation Front - ed] cadre of tough hobbit type detached expressive actors on the stage of life. Optimistic existentialists assuming as a base line the sort of model of the universal man that can be derived from many religious thinkers, artists, philosophers and humane rivers.

The new tactics of guerrilla warfare of the mind can be seen as following a tradition. See Czech history especially, the British fun war against Hitler 1939-42, the Danish response to the Nazi invasion and attempt to eliminate Danish Jew's, the Afghan resistance by the founders of the immortal Boy Scouts, the retreat from Gallipoli, the famous early days in the Vietnam guerrilla warfare against the Americans and South Vietnamese Government troops, in the subculture the heroes are Good Soldier Schweik, Brer Rabbit, Bugs Bunny, Tweety Pie, The Road Runner, the simple alf peasant in Grimm's Household Tales, the universal figure of Jack pitted against the powerful aggressive greedy but simple-minded giants.

Chaplin, Laurel and Hardy and most of the silent clowns starting in the Mack Sennett stables, Ulysses is the hero rather than Agammon or Achilles; Jesus rather than the priestly and political bureaucrats he had to outwit. Was the crucifixion a heads I win tails you lose tactics to give the aggressive puritans enough rope to hang themselves with and then to love them instead of hurting them? Is the basic tactic and ethic of the ALF fun revolution, e.g., placard in one of last year's fun Demos, "Let Professors use student toilets".

Use the dolls as determiners of authoritarian teacher figures disguised as individuals loving man and wishing to liberate him.

Love the Americans in Vietnam, help them to get home to their friends, etc., or to desert safely if this is the only way out. Martyrs are manipulating pity to get their cause accepted not by reason but through Black Magic (control). Going to gaol is no sign of being right. Going into a mental institution is a sign of being wrong (see Laing and Goffman on this). Work it out free of social control by the "Lonely Crowd" around you.
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Chaplin, Laurel and Hardy and most of the silent clowns starting in the Mack Sennett stables, Ulysses is the hero rather than Agammon or Achilles; Jesus rather than the priestly and political bureaucrats he had to outwit. Was the crucifixion a heads I win tails you lose tactics to give the aggressive puritans enough rope to hang themselves with and then to love them instead of hurting them? Is the basic tactic and ethic of the ALF fun revolution, e.g., placard in one of last year's fun Demos, "Let Professors use student toilets".

Use the dolls as determiners of authoritarian teacher figures disguised as individuals loving man and wishing to liberate him.

Love the Americans in Vietnam, help them to get home to their friends, etc., or to desert safely if this is the only way out. Martyrs are manipulating pity to get their cause accepted not by reason but through Black Magic (control). Going to gaol is no sign of being right. Going into a mental institution is a sign of being wrong (see Laing and Goffman on this). Work it out free of social control by the "Lonely Crowd" around you.
prepared), pit helmets (colonialist absurd), medieval headgear (women's opportunity shops are often suitable).

Clothing: Academic gowns (educational absurd), military dress uniforms (militarist absurd), white lab coats (technocrat absurd), sporting attire (competitive sporting absurd), nightshirts (anti-puritan trousers deno), old-style male swimming costumes (ensuring male nipples are covered, puritan shame of the body absurd), peckocks, kimono styled T-shirts, long gowns, baggy trousers, ankle-length riding skirts with boots, mini-skirts still a power phenomenon, suits of armor (plastic, metal or cardboard), (Quixote absurd).

Hair: Let it all hang out. The existentialist self-expression of hair resisting the demon barber's symbolic castration. The male ("the birthright of his sex") can again reveal his essential nature as the display of his sex") can again reveal his sex") can again reveal his sex") can again reveal his sex") can again reveal his sex") can again reveal his sex") can again reveal his sex") can again reveal his sex") can again reveal his sex") can again reveal his sex") can again reveal his sex") can again reveal his sex") can again reveal his sex") can again reveal his sex") can again reveal his sex") can again reveal his sex") can again reveal his sex") can again reveal his sex") can again reveal his sex") can again reveal his sex") can again reveal his sex") can again reveal his sex") can again reveal his sex") can again reveal his sex") can again reveal his sex") can again reveal his sex") can again reveal his sex") can again reveal his sex") can again reveal his sex") can again reveal his sex") can again reveal his sex") can again 

Improvisation centrepieces: This is virtually an unlimited field, depending on the luck of finding and recognising certain objects (ready-mades) and deploying them in environments where their impact is maximal in detonating the false consciousness of the petty bourgeoisie.

A few items I have personally tried out in a variety of social contexts, both inside and outside the university, have provided excellent focus for living theatre experiments. These are a tailor's headless dummy, a wooden aspidistra stand, a long amplifier horn, a dustbin, a Roman standard (SPQR) and a beach umbrella. I am looking for a large clock face at present.

FUN DEMONSTRATIONS ARE AVANT-GARDE

In all the latest in the happening art scenes, John Lennon, John Cage, Pop Art, Ready-mades, Living Theatre, Retribalisation, Implosion, re-emergence of living in the mythical dimensions. The Wasp's are in retreat. Art as puritan manipulation of materials in the mimetic, scientific experiment to capture a disenchanted, predictable, controlled environment has freaked out into icons, myths, action painting, ambiguity, and sheer play with materials. Paintings are being recognised; again as traces of the artist's life activity in doing his thing - and the painting of the first pin-up, the Mona Lisa, and its hoarding as an alienated object by Da Vinci as inhuman as the Roman collections of objects d'art.

Paintings are the excreta of the artist. It is the existential act of creation that is the valuable thing, not the anal retentive behaviour of collecting others' paintings.

I could go on but where would it all end? Think for a moment of self-destructive sculpture. What is the artist doing? Why pop art? At least the idiot alls on their pogo sticks and with their childish clickers are somewhere in the mid-twentieth century. There is something charming and quaint about the old-time radicals still haggling over Trotsky and trying to cope with Marx's Economic and Philosophical Manuscripts which I'm sure they wish had remained undiscovered or suppressed as in Russia. They are remarkably like traditional leaders in the Church and Education faced with the new theology and the student-power phenomenon.

THE "LUMPEN" DIALECTIC

The contradictions inherent in the one-dimensional communist-capitalist bourgeoisie, puritan, nation-states are revealed only when negated by the recognition of a true dialectical alternative. This is now present - and to Marcuse's consternation - turns out to be the hippies, yippies, dropouts, temporary workers, children and some women. These are the "Lumpen" or "uncontrollable ratbag" proletariat today. They are increasingly being revealed as having valid world views and ethics of inter-personal behaviour, they exemplify their philosophy rather than preach it and their message is the possibility of liberation through cutting down aligned work commitment and simple but transcending forms of leisure. Thus the phoney class struggle by competing bourgeois groups for the meaningless symbolic spoils of the overdeveloped welfare warfare states may end.

IAN CHANNELL.
and dig them, fuck whoever he is mannered as Noel Coward but he doesn't go to Savile e
shines ebony and his charm is the Savoy, does take drugs, revolutionary dream in a

stream of express poetry that's impossible to stem, shout skinheads from the car window at any passing short hair, and support your local Fifth most particularly when there is a large car full of large dyed people. He does hold you in thrall with spittle and blazing eyes, and muscles that bulge estatically through shimmering robes... he does believe in change... and has been charged often with psychotic violence although his flag is non-violent anarchy and his heart pacifist.

"Say I am aggressive. Say I have my own particular kind of violence. I think it's not violence but energy. An attempt to change the smug attitude. When you react against something you have to take a step beyond the thing you are reacting against... the step further is the one that labels you freak - but that's the one that brings about the change. The only way is to become physically involved with what you're saying so that you let the grief and sweat and perspiration you feel when say, some-one has been killed, come out - let it come out so that you can re-channel the energy instead of sucking it back, sitting back and sucking it in and keeping it under a car boot cover. If I knock you over and you have another confrontation where you kill off fifteen million people.

When you pass him on the street he's so charged with energy it's like passing a pent up explosion and when you see him in Paradise Now he bursts like lava over the upturned faces of the psychodramas... using the theatre as an arena, to challenge the human state with the force of his convictions, dancing the red cape before your eyes so that you charge him with your answers and so find them out under the merciless glare of the fanatic revolutionary.

"We attempt to arouse people out of their lethargy because once they can stand up on their own feet and shout 'NO' loud and strong, then they can no longer talk about death in a calm and civilised way. You hear about Vietnamese children starving, you hear about African children starving, you hear about Indians, and you know if you kill off so many you'll be given a piece of property as a prize. It's the human animal hunt, and the hunters come back to talk perfectly calmly about - how many Indians did you kill today? I've killed 1,500 and that means 1,500 more land, we're reacting against this kind of calmness that's smothering the universe. The calmest places you can go are the places where there's most killing. You get a conference between two heads of state, Nixon and the Queen of England, or Nixon meeting the Russians... and what they come to meet about is how many people are going to die. The calm way is the way of the killer.

He says "Yes I'm a freak" because people have labelled him that since he bled out of his mother's womb in Freakdom 30 years ago in Harlem. "My father drank, my mother slaved and my brother and sister and I nearly starved, but my mother always taught me to wash dishes, and it's as holy a ritual because the ritual you do to free myself from my own is a constant battle against something you have to take a step beyond the thing you are reacting against... the step further is the one that labels you freak - but that's the one that brings about the change. The only way is to become physically involved with what you're saying so that you let the grief and sweat and perspiration you feel when say, someone has been killed, it's a constant battle... there is no trivia in the washing of dishes, and it's as holy a ritual because the ritual you do to overcome... in that particular
battle I am opened up further. When one finally realises that everything is sexual and most of the frustrations of the world are sexual frustrations then it becomes absolutely necessary to hammer on the doors of the sexual revolution. People see us walking around the streets being friendly, holding each other's hands, whether male or female, kissing, loving — and then they feel the freedom we have in the use of each other's bodies and touching each other — but it frightens them.

"Psychedelics are very important because they open you up — ram you into contact with the reality that you most of the time try to escape. Drugs are a quick way to the visions and if you don't come from a history of 2,000 years meditating to get to the visions — drugs help — o yes". Acid laughter bubbling up through the top of his wire head.

"The great revolution in America is because of marijuana... because more and more people are turning on and off the sexual evolution of another life. They see that they were living their lives to disappoint me most about society is that the moment a voice is raised in insanity... the violence of the world is the violence of the upperprivileged, the violence of the wealth... Drugs are a quick way to the visions and if you don't come from a history of 2,000 years meditating to get to the visions — drugs help — o yes". Acid laughter bubbling up through the top of his wire head.

"The real violence of the world is the violence of death, the violence of killing, the violence of the underprivileged, the violence of starvation. We must use our energies to transform the world and make it more beautiful. He's living the revolution. Dig it.

DANAЕ

MARIA HERSCOVITZ INTERVIEWS HERSELF IN THE PRESENCE OF IAN STOCKS

"A tragic-comic novel, poignant and unforgettable, a rich and bawdy masterpiece." I.S.: How do you get these effects?

M.H.: By erasing with a pencil eraser.

I.S.: Who is Stan Stunning?


M.H.: No. I came because Julian Beck bought me a ticket, but I decided to stay and look up some old friends. The Atlantis Bookshop window and my house are the only two places where Aleister Crowley and Marilyn Monroe sit side by side.

I.S.: Are you a witch?

M.H.: No, but I believe in magic and the power of the will and I'm very interested in cults and secret societies. Especially the Golden Dawn which existed in London around 1910 and had as its members W.B. Yeats, Samuel Mathers, Florence Farr, Bram Stoker, Arthur Machen, Crowley. I wanted to know how this form of ritual secret society manifested itself today and I discovered it in the Rolling Stones, Kenneth Anger came to Paradise Now with Lucifer tattooed on his chest and his new film "Lucifer Rising" is about Brian Jones.

I.S.: What about magic spells, bewitchments, enchantments?

M.H.: I used to play with red candles and home made dolls as a child and recite invocations from the Book of the Key of Solomon. Now I'm into better and more subtle realities, or dreams. They put Azrael away for casting dispersions on the butchers' wives. Note to girl troubled by vampires: Remember, dearie, you made them and make them go away."

I.S.: What are you doing?

M.H.: (sucking her thumb): I'm making a dream book called "Magic in Bed." It's a series of images which tell a story with eyes closed. It started with an assignment from the Times Sunday Magazine to do sixteen dream pictures and now it's growing into a book I'm dedicating to one of my benefactors, Max Ernst.

While I'm still on the camera I'd like to say hello to Kasandra in New York and Mom and Dad in L.A. There used to be an afternoon television show in Los Angeles called "Queen for a Day." Six different women would get up and tell Jack Bailey why they were the neediest and the studio audience would vote by applause meter. The winner was Queen for a Day. They used to drape her in a red velvet cape, put 24 long-stemmed roses in her arms and show close-ups of the tears streaming down her cheeks. They gave her a washing machine, a bedroom ensemble, new clothes, a facial, luggage and a night on the Sunset Strip.


M.H.: (fondling a bulky deck of 78 handpainted cards, closing her gold-tipped eyes and pulling out the Ace of Cups): I made these cards in 1965 in New York. I had been reading with the Marseille Deck but felt the need to make my own deck with new designs. Everyone has to make his own wheel, used to be Michael McClure's reader-advisor. I always make the subject cross my palm with silver to prove I'm just a cheap gypsy hustler and don't bear responsibility for what the cards say. The Tarot never lies. It's a perfect system with the four elements and cycles represented in the four suits and the Hebrew alphabet on the Greater Arcana. A set of pictures, representing everything in life, that can be read by the literate and illiterate alike. Everyone wants to find the system of the universe. Tarot means rota wheel, which sounds pretty right to me. Wheel, calendar, cycle, circle, earth, moon, stars, movie stars, beds, bodies, astral bodies...

I.S.: What are you doing?

M.H.: 1.S.: Are you a witch?

M.H.: By erasing with a pencil eraser.

I.S.: Who is Stan Stunning?


M.H.: No. I came because Julian Beck bought me a ticket, but I decided to..."
JOHN IVOR GOLDING: Welsh genius drop-out, lateral talking drifter. When in town resides at a men's hostel near Drury Lane. Lives off disability pension of less than £4 a week.
Recently discovered by producer Chelsea film maker. Mr. Golding ("call me J.G.") is renowned for his unscheduled guest appearances at such socialites spots as the Kitt - for the christening of Lord Hanley's grand-daughter - and George Harrison's home - where the new woolly pop celebrities were not amused.

With all due respect to Christian Barnard and what he was trying to do with that dental surgeon, I have to say nature is a very sensitive thing. It's like its own species. I had quite a few years studying tropical medicine while I was overseas. I was, shall we say, a cheap labour $100. You see, a lot of people have this monstrous idea about nature - oh, you've gone three years of age now, no more napkins to put on, no more Johnson's Baby Powder, now that's the weakness today.

I agree one must have a sense of proportion because of, shall we say, the Alsace-Lorraine hetero-principles, constitutional principles of which a lot of people are conditioned by... another name for an Alsatian dog with one track mind. Alsatian dogs are trained by the police, and only the person that disciplines that dog in feeding him, bygones, in every way, he only obeys the instructions of his handler. The very same thing, you see is this. It's not a matter of the neighbours that you get. A lot of people, the Inner Outer Mongolian people and some parts of Tibet but let me tell you, I only noticed in one or two parts of Australia but I did notice it in South America mainly, especially in Uruguay - a lot of this: the urological nurturment of those that were married similar to the French. The point is this you see. It's not a matter of mollycoddling. I know the majority of people turn round. You see, as Richard Marrese says, he's glad that he left the Wilson cabinet. This earth is three thousand million years old. Now the nearest thing you can go to, apart from the ice age elephant, is your cyclovan which was squashed in a place I know very well, Port Louise, Mauritius, and three thousand years old. They are you see, hii nature is a very fragile thing and just because people say both, there's a lovely motor car, Bluebird on the salt lake that Malcolm Campbell's son or shall we say, going to the moon. We've actually got the computers now, but look at these pressurised suits that people have to wear. There is a limit you see, for which, in the cavities and around the cortex of the heart that you can accept even an abstraction for its hallucinations of its own inspirations even if you have to have e.g. some, to the violent one by all means, but don't give it to the neck and mind. It's dangerous, my dear, don't give it to the neck and mind. Oh don't upset nature. I think that dasis, that we had from Pretoria, you know the one I mean. Christian Barnard's friend. I think myself you see, it's a delicate thing. He may have had bulbous disease of the heart, but at the same time the thing is this, milk causes cancer in mice and...

I was fourteen at the time. Caleb tattooed, if you like, but believe me, you had to be in bed at half past four in those days, and I suppose it takes quite a long time. I mean to say, for example, I was challenged a couple of months ago when we were doing a film. A friend of Robin Day's happened to be in the Chiswick Town Hall, when I was in those House of Lords robes, You know the, the Coronation Gown. And he said, "I think you'd be first class on the Panorama, with Harold James Wilson." And I said: "I remember him well. He was just like a boy scout." Yes, I remember him and Griffiths from Eamonn. A yes man. His grandfather was a workhouse superintendent in Huddersfield. Alright I said, I think I can go a bit better with my current affairs than he can.

Lord Hanley asked me what I had in mind - I said automatically, it's there automatically. In other words, we're trying to get a pari passu with what we had on the old Sunday shows. In other words, for sixty minutes it was vibrating. Oh yes, it was vibrating. It really gives that adrenaline, that bromide effect, that metatone, that euprophosphate. You have to give a catatonic, shall I say a narcissistic religious scene, you see, because it's a Sunday show so you've got to throw all that in to please the geriatrics. In other words, the catavipes, the Methodist, the Church of all denominations you see, you've got something, believe me, that is why we had it as I mentioned to you in the Inner Region formation and when we had the BBC Come Dancing, the doors used to clash open and the cameras, just like South Pacific, were going and then the chandeliers coming down in 10s, and then of course you're all dressed up and you have this sort of scintillation with the music which gets everybody going. Of all ages, everybody in tails, all the girls are in crinoline dresses and the point is this, that it used to take me like the National Anthem. It can make one very agile. You understand, it really gives a better agility than the Spanish dancers that you see in the Spanish restaurants, or should I say what you see in Barcelona on the Costa Brava for tourists. I mean to say when you've actually been to these places, when you're actually with a compere like Allan Williams, and the main three taking on the South Constituency from Callaghan, very well known, and they've all been out to Australia by the way, J.G. Wynn Jones, Wilfred Wolner, the insurance broker, that's Lady Plymouth's last husband, and of course Cliff Morgan.

We used to have a mascot, she was sweet 16 Angelina, and was always dancing on the village green, when the boys come out you can hear them shout, poor little Angelina, but the point is this, that you then open out with the Romancy marches or something like that, and the main point is this, the leaders you can take to satisfy the Radio doctor, now chairman of BBC, Dr. Charles.
Once upon a time, Lee was drafted to Korea and like most soldiers, was killed in action. He was shipped back home to California where a kindly old buddy gave him a hallucinogenic kiss of life. He was re-born as one of Sgt. Pepper's Band, joining Lucy and a million others who, in that sparkling summer of 1967, overflowed into public parks, glossy magazines and each other's arms.

Towards the end of 1967, he left California for India, where the Brothers of Eternal Love had told him he would find his guru.

"In Hong Kong I bought some ginseng root, the purest thing in the world. It is very rare. Eaten over a period of 21 days it is like taking acid, only a body purifier as well. It glows in the night. The guy in the shop didn't think I had enough money for it. I went next door, which looked like it hadn't had no customers for about 20 years. They had it for 250 dollars. I went to the bank, and when I got back to the store, the whole family was waiting to see me buy the stuff. It was in a tin box. Inside the tin box was another old, wooden one, and inside that were about thirty long sticks. When I opened the box in Calcutta, everyone in the hotel wanted some. You know: "I got a sick mother," and all that. Next thing I knew I was down to one piece. When I got to Katmandu I had to camp outside the town. There was a Danish photographer there taking pictures, so I showed him my ginseng root and Indian statue I had. I left the box open when I went to show him around the camp and when I got back, the kids had broken the root up into little pieces and passed it round. It blew my mind. All gone, and I didn't get to eat a single piece."

In Katmandu, Lee spent his days in the Blue Tibetan restaurant, playing his records, stoned out of his mind on Government hashish, and paying his friends' bills. His attempt to start a commune ended when he was put on a bus and dumped at the Indian border.

"The Times" 12 December 1967

"Katmandu - a hippy camp at Dhulikhel, a mountain village 19 miles from here on the Katmandu-Tibet Highway, has been disbanded by the Nepalese police. They are said to have deported the camp leader and warned others to leave the country soon. The camp was to have become an international temple for the hippie cult. It had been decorated with photographs of King Mahendra and Queen Sita, but these proved of no avail against police action."

In Kabul, Lee heard that the Pope had gone on TV in America asking for peace and decided to go to Rome with his friend Paolo to give him "everything that the camp represented - all the art work, the pictures, the souvenirs, Buddha statues, scrolls, a tonka..." but the Brothers of Eternal Love sent 250 caps of Blue Cheer in the post. Lee held a Christmas acid party for 150 guests, and the Pope was forgotten. Along the Pot Trail, his party was the most talked about social event of the year. In Copenhagen, where he had gone to spend the rest of the winter with friends, he was caught trying to record the questions of custom officials; tore up all his money, and was put on a plane to Switzerland.

In Paris, he painted his hotel room psychedelically and was thrown out. He bought a car, splashed it with fluorescent paint and was then arrested for having no licence or insurance. Marseilles, Casablanca, Marrakech (See OZ 18 where we met Lee after his Christmas Eve love-in) where Moroccan police discovered he had no passport ("I was the happiest man in the world without that thing. The Post Office gave me my mail and the bank cashed my cheques.") and Lee was sent to Casablanca ("... they put handcuffs on me and I spent the next two hours in the back of a car being tortured with cigarettes. They beat me with fists, pulled out bits of my beard and kept giving me chops to the ribs. It was a bum trip all the way to the central police station at Casablanca.") Lee refused a passport or repatriation. The Living Theatre tried to help, but eventually, faced with the alternative of spending the rest of his life in a Moroccan gaol, accepted a passport only to find that the authorities at Ceuta, the Spanish enclave on the North African coast would not let him through the border. "For 21 days I was in a piece of no-man's land, shaped like a crucifixion... one day the Spanish guards beat me up, and I returned to the village between the borders where they make the fishing boats. I had been crying and one of the men made motions as if to say "What's wrong?" I pointed to the Spanish guards, and unboutonned by pants to show him my thigh which was red. Later it turned black and blue. I made a motion for food by putting my hand up to my mouth and speaking a few words of Arabic. These Spanish guards got upset about it and made a protest to the guards about beating me up."

That afternoon a waiter from the teahouse showed up and said "Where's the American?" They had this four course dinner for me on a big tray, all kinds of food. Later that night I sneaked into Morocco to a little village and had supper and some kif. When I got back I found another dinner waiting for me that the Spanish guards had brought me. They had been looking all over for me. That day I really had food."
IN THE SKY WITH DIAMONDS

Back in Paris, he managed to get a room for one night by wrapping his head up in a towel and pretending to be ill, but otherwise found himself relegated to gutters and suburban churchyards. London, since his arrival three months ago, has found more sympathetic. He was told not to play his record player in Hyde Park, was photographed at a window of the 164 Beakley's squat-in as a 'defiant hippie, symbolising total rejection of society' and he found the vibrations at the Isle of Wight 'outasight'. "There's no way I can express my feeling for what I seen out there. It really is a message, a spiritual message."

But not everyone received it: October '69:
"A very good friend from the other side of the Grove came over with his sitar, and that was when we were just coming on acid. And that guy was really outasight on his Indian sitar. Anyway all day long it was just beautiful, just fantastic vibes and about three o'clock that morning, they came in. They had come over that afternoon, looking for a man for questioning about some deal or other. I let him in. I didn't look like no policeman. I thought he was an insurance salesman. He came in and after he got inside he said he was a policeman. I sat there talking for a minute to him. I asked him if he went to church on Sunday, I said looks like you eat good. He was getting fat, you know, that downhill drag they get from over-using their whatever. We were playing a game to get the house organised. We were thinking of games we could play in the room to keep the kids that come there open-minded. Like if they got something to trip on in the room with their music, like fish. A tank of fish. Kitty cats, Dogs. Real trips. Keeps them going in the right direction, towards nature. I found a fish tank upstairs and I'm going to move it down. I was talking to the girls about moving it down today. I've got it all ready. Soon as I get this motor going to keep the water warm and filtered. And we decided to put coloured glass in the windows. We already had the guy over. He looked at it. Gonna cut the glass and put it all in. Red glass, blue, green. But I think everyone is down on anything being done on this house. I ordered this money specially from the states just to do all these things. To make it a nice trip room.

Well, that morning, I went to the bathroom, the kids remained in my cubby hole next door to the bathroom. And while I was in the bathroom, I heard this voice saying as I was sitting there, all you people out! In that real old British accent, and I knew something was up. I looked out the door and I seen these three or four cops right inside. They had several police cars and I think two of those big vans, those ice cream wagons. Black ice cream wagons. What's that cat's name who reads this magazine, be on the look-out for P.C. Frank and that motherfucking ice cream wagon with the red light.

The following night, Lee received 100 dollars from an American friend and Lee spent it all on an acid party. He sent out candles out and said the fuzz is here busting us. Then we heard all this rumble outside the door, somebody smashing something. Then voices and some moaning and groaning. In the panic and excitement, we opened the window, and there was the drainpipe. I slid down it, hit bottom and said, 'Come on, Man, follow me, it's groovy.' I cut out the front way. As I made it out through the bushes, and was just making my turn to split down the road, I heard this cop say, 'There goes one down the road. Get him,' and I put on extra speed, it was like putting myself in overdrive. Completely man. Like I was on the racetrack of the world. About three thousand yards later, I ducked inside of an alley way going in between two buildings. I lay down under some stairs there and lay panting like mad until I could catch my breath. As I got up from resting, I seen them put somebody in the paddy wagon. They had several police cars and I think two of those big vans, those ice cream wagons. Black ice cream wagons. What's that cat's name who reads this magazine, be on the look-out for P.C. Frank and that motherfucking ice cream wagon with the red light on the top and the blue uniforms. Don't let them close your mind. Please don't let 'em close your mind. Keep an open mind. All things pass. Outasight, outasight, outasight. I can't win. I can't lose. I got nothing to lose. One to me is pleasure and pain. One to me is lose or gain. They're all the same says my brain.

The Tao says that, or words to that effect...

The following night, Lee received 100 dollars from an American friend and Lee spent it all on an acid party. He mixed it with punch and turned on fellow squatters and forty guests. Bongos, flutes, drums, a sitar, plenty of food, and with everyone tripping beautifully, the arrival of twenty fuzz seemed a matter of little importance. Heads were lined up against walls, shaken down, hash was confiscated, roaches collected, but surprisingly no arrests were made.

"We was all laughing. The music still going and no one was getting paranoid. Only them cops. Anyhow, I don't know how, but they just left those roaches and walked out. It was just outasight. The magic of acid and they just didn't know what to do. Fantastic." Lee was jubilant, but the following afternoon they got him. At the moment, he is in Brixton gaol, awaiting trial on two charges of resisting arrest, and possession. Bail was refused.

"I don't know. Why? A guy just wants to practice his religion, just wants to do his things, man. All I want to do is smoke, stay stoned, and just groove. Why is it so hard for a man to breathe... this damp air in England."
...
Bruce’s Paradise

Bruce is a familiar figure around Chelsea, and has been for several years. He is thin, with a shortish beard, and a pre-occupied manner, and he holds his right arm rightly above his head at almost all times. This is an Indian Thaumatological Exercise which he learnt from a devotee of Gurdjieff (mystical author of ALL AND EVERYTHING) and has practiced since the age of 22. He is now 36.

Bruce gets £7 a week unemployment benefit, which he supplements by begging small loans. His clothing is nondescript, though right now he is wearing a well-cut jacket, a present from his father, who is an established painter. Bruce also used to be a professional painter, and was doing well... a delicate realist, with a spiderly line. Nothing surreal or bizarre in either imagery or treatment.

His writing too is delicate rather than surreal. He handed me this book rather diffently. “It’s all I’ve got to play with,” he said. The book is a Lion Brand exercise book, with a Royal Blue cover, and ruled white pages, much thumbed. Bruce’s handwriting is small, educated... he went to a public school... but nonetheless the book is difficult to read because it is written both in pencil, now smudged to near illegibility, and various colours of biro. Also a great deal is altered and rewritten, so that sentences and even words do not invariably finish.

Some extracts of the book follow. I have done very little to the text. Obviously I have selected what seems (to me) the best, and where there has been a great deal of rewriting, crossing-out, and re-crossing-out, a certain amount of editing has been necessary. Apart from that, all I can say is that I wouldn’t mind having written it myself.

The title-page is very heavily scored with crossings-out. It did read ‘Heaven’ adding a Battersea address. This has been crossed out, and now large blue capitals say PARADISE.

I went into a tavern in Battersea, began to practice the piano when the Earth-Being had agreed. After approx three five six five minutes

The B. asked me to leave.
He told me that he preferred television. I went out, of course, I never pick quarrels with E-Bs.


I stopped to give a lady suffering from cancer of the bones my remaining sixpence and my film and music address.

There are several little scars on my r.h. (right hand) How on earth did they appear?
Heard about an Irish play on the wireless. I’ll enquire.

Wrong Connections.
I told the Earth-Beings around me as I walked on Earth streets “I don’t own you. Nor do I own your possessions. Also I don’t wish to bother you. I never drink anything containing alcohol and I never smoke.

My health has been appalling.
I am wearing my dark brown or plain chocolate-coloured trousers, my brown socks, my brown shoes, my pale olive-green and white shirt and my Eagle jacket... I eat and drink regularly and I sleep well. I handle and play with my possessions, all of which I keep just beyond my bed, mercifully and carefully.

I avoid Romance completely. My health has been appalling. I must buy a laurel garland for my head.

I went to the V & A & A Museum where I bought a strawberry milkshake, consumed it at my leisure, decided that it would be an excellent idea if Princess Margaret were to play one or two songs on a harpsichord (or a piano) and the Earl of Snowdon and to sing with Michelmore... and also if possible (Prince) Charles (with his guitar) would become members of my immense group, The Spiders.

To be sung... Undesirable to the tune of Unforgettable.
A jam sandwich and a plate of soup "I do music every day. I do play the piano every day" explains Bruce “In the Western mode, I play anything, like Liberace” (laughs) “No, I never improvise. I think to improvise one must have quite a knowledge... Although I can play a Classical tune, I have to play a popular tune simply because I haven’t got as much as one platonic girl-friend. The thing is that popular music appeals to girls” (Angrily) “Doesn’t it?” And Bruce breaks, with unexpected control and harmony, into popular song.

My I.T.E.
More Word-Jewels
“Any money, no?” Denis asked me,
“No” I replied “I’m completely broke” (to use the slang word Linda Christie once used in a television film).

I’ve been more or less broke for the last fifteen years because I’ve never acquired work which paid enough. My last girl friend killed herself because I wasn’t Cliff Richard. I’ve had a difficult time getting into pop show business at my age.

Bought Denis’s shopping, as usual. He nearly always gives me breakfast and supper. I am grateful. He works with Mr. Paule. In the evenings he studies his pile of possible film scripts (Aldous Huxley, Graham Greene, Christopher Isherwood, Scott Fitzgerald and other writers). Unfortunately the film camera which Neil Dunn, Sir Philip Dunn’s daughter, lent me was damaged. Because I haven’t been able to sell my drawings of Harmless Machinery (including me using Harmless Machinery and Self Portrait) I haven’t been able to buy another. Now Denis is looking out of his window.

(“Denis, says Bruce, is Irish, and they share a room in a boarding house in Battersea. This boarding house is to be the setting of a documentary which Bruce thinks he will shortly be making with the Earl of Snowdon and Cliff Michelmore. “Yes... Yes” he says... there is an element of repetition in conversation, which is also very self-effacing, almost apologetic. “Yes... I suppose one idea I’ve got is to ask Princess Margaret who I saw playing the piano... playing the piano... I’d like her to play the piano in my documentary.”)

Anyway, the reason that Bruce is on the streets so much is to leave some room for Denis... “Talking about painting, well, I can’t paint there... Because it gets in Denis’s way. He needs the chance to (A) study Aldous Huxley and (B) practice his singing. He’ll probably sing the tunes I select for him. He doesn’t have a platonic girl-friend either. I want to suggest that this documentary should get him and me into Show Business. The fact is that I want to get into Show Business to film Aldous Huxley novels, with a view to doing a film this Summer. Yes, something like EYELESS IN GAZA... “Does Bruce think...
there is something extra special about Huxley? "No. The fact is I do not. He seems as good a person as any. He does write novels..."

And what incidentally of Bruce's parents..."I think they are a little disappointed...I think that they are wondering how it is that I can't afford a FRAME...a frame for my drawings of Tame Machinery...I enjoy doing drawings of Tame Machinery...The sort of machinery that appears in SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN. I used to buy one or two SCIENTIFIC AMERICANS but then I ran out of food and drink...I mean by tame, machinery that isn't war machinery. I wouldn't draw war machinery, not me...Personally I am a preacher of peace" (apologetically) "Personally I don't rate myself with his paintings" Who? "Leonardo da Vinci...I don't like his paintings of war machinery. I don't suppose he did." (Laughs) "It must be a joke...I saw Yoko Ono walk into Paul McCartney's office. At any rate" (appealingly) "It's better than Hiroshima..."

"Will you ever make it, do you think?" Denis asked me. If the Earl of Snowdon accepts this script that could be the "start of something" for me in the film line, I may get film and recording offers. (The Snowdons again. Curiously enough, Bruce is only one acquaintance who fantasises about the Snowdons. The Snowdons are in this not unlike the Kennedys. The brighter an image, the more intense (and sometimes macabre) the feedback.)

My I.T.E. (My Earth life-aim) I'm holding my right arm up in The Air until in this or another 're-incarnation'

I am admired by nine hundred million young girls that is of course an Earth Aim, but I keep it in mind, although apart from my main quest (Good Health) Several of Bruce's preoccupations occur in this passage. The I.T.E. are Indian Thaumaturgical Exercises. Bruce holds his arm in the air. If he stands still, he may, instead, outstretch his foot..."It's supposed to keep up the vibrations" he explains. He has been doing these exercises since he was 20. "I was given it as a remedy for Philosophic Confusion. In the police they call it a Skyhook. It does heal people. It has cured me of my stomach-ache" Is Bruce sicker than other people? Yes, he says, than asks, with alarm "I haven't said anything obscene, have I?"

I say No. "An Earth-Aim of mine" he says "is to hold my arm up until I am admired by nine hundred million girls! Does he want to go to bed with them? "No. My health has been appalling. Nice of you to ask me". Bruce divides activity, with the other sex...I, rigorously enough, with Love, Romance, and Sex. Sex is Sex, Love is Platonic, and Romance is betwixt and between, Bruce does not have a Platonic girlfriend. We would be very happy if some girls, as many as possible (The magic number seems to be nine hundred million) could write platonic love-notes to Bruce c/o OZ.

I gave the match-man in Brompton Road what remained of the shilling Tim had given me. I passed a street violinist and a second match-man but I had no money left...I went to Luba's Bistrot in Yeoman's Row, just the road where Luba gave me a beautiful soup (soup of the day — beautiful soup) when I had finished my soup I went next door to Richard Temple's galleries where I spoke to one of his assistants "Would it be all right for the Earl of Snowdon to visit these galleries?"

"Yes, if he is interested in it"

I suppose that one might install an harpsichord (temporarily)

CITROËN 2CV'S FROM £125

TEL: 01 397 6294
People who say, "I agree with your goals. I don't like your tactics" are full of horseshit. The goals are always excuses — it's the tactics that are critical. The means of the revolution are the revolution. If we had to decide beforehand what our goals were, we'd be arguing about the future society for the next 1000 years, but we can all agree what to do. Do. Do. Do. The movement gets its greatest unity around tactics. We come to action with different experiences, and through collective action we grow together and become a movement.

I never knew what the issues were at demonstrations. They were all decided by leaders who went to boring meetings to debate each other for hours. What we wanted from those meetings were demands that the establishment could never satisfy. If they satisfied our demands, we lost. The purpose of demonstrations is confrontation, the demands are secondary. What makes the demands radical is the fact that the Establishment would not satisfy them. Just in case, we should always have a supplementary set of demands tacked on to the original. "Amnesty" is always good, because amnesty takes away the power of the power structure to punish. That's a hard one for them to swallow.

Remember those early civil rights demonstrations? The demands actually were jobs for black people in hotels and auto showrooms. The people picketing and sitting-in were not the people who wanted the jobs; in fact, we spent our lives avoiding such jobs. We were fighting for demands which we didn't even believe in. It was the means that were important: the picket line, the sit-in, the rally, the demonstration. If the power structure were smart, it would have satisfied all our demands without a fight. But that's what makes power structures power structures, they can't do that.

We liberate ourselves by fighting for what we believe in. The job of good leadership is to put forth demands which won't be satisfied, but which are reasonable enough to get a lot of people, especially the liberals, on our side. We scream furiously when our demands are not met, as if we had expected them to be in the first place. We know we're actors and we must believe in our act.

Why do people go to long meetings debating for hours what the demands of a demonstration will be and what will be the specific words on a leaflet? None of those things are important. Nobody reads leaflets. What's important is the theatre. Scripts are for shit. Ours is a do-it-yourself revolution.

Revolution is not the satisfaction of a "program." Revolution is the arrival of new classes and generations on to the stage of history through struggle, the changing of people from spectators to actors. As Castro puts it, "The goal of the Cuban revolution is to turn every individual into a legislator." Representative democracy is the enemy. The goal is each-man-his-own-revolution. We do not want concessions from our leaders; we want to run our own lives. We achieve the revolution by making it.

We free ourselves by first realizing how unfree we are. You only find out how free you are when you start fighting for your freedom by breaking rules. We have as much freedom as we don't fight for. The dilemma is most people in America think they are free because they can't even imagine freedom. They think reading lines verbatim from a pre-written script is freedom. Stop reading the lines as they're written; you'll get fired and find out how free you are.

Vietnam has been the best thing that has happened to America in a long time. Vietnam has demonstrated emotionally to the American people how little control they have over their own government. In fighting to end the war the American people have begun to achieve their own liberation. The longer the war continues, the greater freedom we will achieve fighting to end it.
Truth emerges in crisis, and Vietnam is America's truth. We can understand America by looking at Vietnam where it all comes clear as a crisis. The goal of the revolution is to create crisis.

The only way to know if your tactics are successful is to see how many people you alienate. In America, it is normal daily life which is the enemy, and we've got to alienate people by shaking up their daily lives. If you don't alienate people, you're not reaching them. Ineffective protest is protest which gains no one's attention, makes no one unhappy, alienates nobody. Effective protest gets people upset — therefore it's usually illegal.

America puts people in prison through carefully defined roles. We are students and teachers, workers and managers, bureaucrats, lawyers, judges. Everybody is defined by his role and told how to act. The freest people in the country are the "not-students." We are known by what we are not! That should be everybody's goal, to be known by what he is not.

How do you know what a man's role is? By his clothes. Want to be a lawyer? Get yourself a blue suit, a couple of yellow legal pads, a brief case, a client and go to court next week and identify yourself as a lawyer. Nobody will ask for your diploma; print your own. All you need to do any job in America is the clothes. If you get the clothes, you're the job.

As a transitional stage towards communism, the yippies demand that everybody changes his job every year. Everybody should do what everybody else does in society so we can all understand and feel the experiences of other people. Everybody should drive a cab, run an elevator, work on a newspaper, grow food. The world has gone full circle from non-specialization to industrialization and specialization, to computerization and back to non-specialization. Communism ushers in the universal, renaissance man. The expert and specialist will be a museum piece.

The yippies try to liberate people by getting them to change their clothes. We relate to other people through their clothes. A judge puts on black robes and all of a sudden everyone starts treating him like a god. He takes off his robes and he's just like any other schmuck on the street.

The suit and tie is the essence of the class society. Ties will be illegal in our communist society. The Marx Brothers are our leaders as they go into restaurants cutting people's ties. The be-in represents the goal of our revolution — the be-in is a costume ball. Everybody comes as ballplayers, queens, generals, pirates. We're trying out different lives and fantasies.

The purpose of the revolution is to create theatre-in-the-streets. You are the stage. You are the actor. Everything is for real. There is no audience. The goal is to turn on everybody who can be turned on and turn off everybody who cannot be turned on. Theatre has no rules, forms, structures, standards, traditions — it is pure, natural energy, impulse, anxiety. The revolutionary's best impulse is his first impulse. Do it! Worry about it, analyse it later.

The yippies declare war on Hollywood and Broadway. We are out to put them out of business. Theatre belongs on the streets. America tries to get people to feel artificial experiences, and purge their emotions through catharsis with television, movies and plays, so here is little emotion left for one in his daily life. We live our lives through John Wayne. The role of revolution is to break the stage, start a fire in the movie theatre and then start screaming. "Fire! Fire!" How can theatre compete with life in this era? How do you outdo Vietnam? The only way to match Vietnam is to bring Vietnam home. The theatrical producers of today are creating theatres of Vietnam on the college campuses of America.

When we first got the idea of Chicago, we went to hip theatre people to get them out of their auditoriums and into the streets. There was interest, but not enough. It was not the professional theatre people who created the Theatre of Chicago; it was the amateurs. The yippies feel knowledge can be dangerous, because knowledge forecloses possibilities. Experts are masters, and prisoners of previous forms. No real advances are made by experts. Our leaders are children and blind people. The revolution makes "expertise" a crime.

The Living Theatre came to Berkeley the same week the people had spent fighting the National Guard in the streets in a Theatre of Blood. Being pacifists, the Living Theatre thought this was the wrong way.

The Living Theatre liberates the audience and the auditorium as much as is physically possible within the medium of paying money to go to an auditorium with a regular starting and closing time. Actors merge themselves with the audience, eliminating the stage. "We're not allowed to smoke pot," one Living Theatre member screamed out, whereupon he was offered a joint from five different directions in the Berkeley audience. Another Living Theatre member shouted, "I can't take off my clothes!" All around him people started taking off their clothes. "I can't travel without a passport." That struck a lot of people in the room odd, because for some of us it's a crime to even cross a state line.

People were angry at the contradiction of revolution-in-the-auditorium — taking all our energy and putting it into a play in one place at one time for a price. The theatre medium is archaic. Shouting "freedom!" in a theatre is a contradiction in terms. The only role of theatre is to take people out of the theatre and into the streets. The role of the revolutionary theatre group is to make the revolution. The role of the revolutionary rock group is to make the revolution. The role of this book is to get you to make the revolution.

The newspaper editors of America in their annual conferences call on the "experts" to explain to them what their children are doing. They would like to think of asking the children to come and tell them what they are doing. Although the panels are called "Conferences on Student Unrest," the editors call as participants people who spend their days in the library and their nights sleeping very soundly. Why don't they call those of us who are restless and can't sleep?

The College Editors can't get away with that because it would be too embarrassing for them to call on older people to explain what people their own age are doing. They usually have to invite a token yippie who brings all his friends. When you ask for one, you get 20.

We freaked out as soon as we arrived. The editors were carbon copies of each other. Is there a factory somewhere producing college editors? Their faces had the same tired, bureaucratic expressions. They talked as if they were talking to each other on the telephone. There they were, person to person in a fancy Washington D.C. Hotel, and they had talking-on-the-telephone personalities. They related to each other not as human beings, but as fellow professionals. They came from campuses that had been burning down all year, and the main question on their minds was: Should college newspapers editorialize on the Vietnam war or would it compromise journalistic integrity?

Just keeping our voices in a moderate tone in talking to these editors was a sell-out, I felt. It implied the discussion was "reasonable." Is the Vietnam war a difference between reasonable men? Do these editors think a dispute between a Southern redneck cop and a black slave is a disagreement between reasonable men?

Paul Krassner got so hysterical over their matter-of-factness that in the middle of one of their discussions he began to cry. "People are dying in Vietnam and you're talking like this," Paul kept sobbing. He was on acid at the time and the unconscious truth of the situation burst forth.

We woke up Saturday morning and dropped tabs of acid, ready for battle. What the editors did not know was how conspiratorial we yippies are. We had seized their conference completely and we were setting up a rigged debate for the afternoon: "Should the College Newspaper Editors Association Take a Stand on the War?" The editors had no idea that some people in suits, short hair and ties pretending to be college newspaper editors were members of the Washington Street Theatre group.

I went to the show myself not knowing who were the editors and who were the actors. I'd be able to figure it out, I thought.

But everybody sounded like an actor. I couldn't believe anybody was a real editor. It was the most insane discussion I'd ever heard: Should we take a stand standing up? Sitting down? On the toilet? For negotiations? For the war? Against the war? They were all playing at being editors. Who was real and who was unreal? I knew only 15 of the 150 people in the room were actors, but I couldn't tell who.
Finally the vote was ready to be taken. The lights suddenly went off. Flashed across the wall were scenes of burning Vietnamese babies, torture scenes, napalm. The room was full of hysterical screams. It was a torture chamber. Everyone started screaming. “Stop it! Stop it! Stop it!”

The film stopped and a voice came over a bullhorn: “This is Sgt. Haggerty of the District Washington Police. We arrested the man who put on this film and we have charged him with obscenity. Everyone in this hall is under arrest for conspiracy to watch obscene movies. Stay where you are. Please do not resist arrest.”

The editors started fleeing the room. They thought so little of their country that they believed immediately that they were going to be arrested en masse for seeing a film. They believe they live in a Nazi country.

A crucifix husky guy in a suit-and-tie jumped on top of a chair, identified himself as editor from Notre Dame, and yelled at the top of his lungs: “I’ve just come back from Vietnam. I’ve seen my brothers dying. We’ve got to stop this killing. The men in the White House are sending us all to die for nothing. I’m a college editor and you’re a college editor. We have power. Are we brave? Can we be brave?”

Is this guy real? Or part of the Washington theatre group? I didn’t know. But finally it struck me — it made no difference. Everything was real and unreal.

The editors finally realized they had been the subjects of a huge dose of Reality Theatre. They were furious that their “democratic dialogue” had been disrupted. They were ready to expel the chairman of the afternoon session who had conspired with the vipers to put on the show. They went through a torturous meeting, screaming and yelling at each other. Through the meeting they realized they had learned something about themselves that day. People started talking to one another off the telephone. It was an emotional breakthrough.

Senator Eugene McCarthy was coming in two hours to a press conference for the editors. They were going to run a real “Meet the Press” show, the way their Big Daddies do it. They started going around to us, begging us not to disrupt it.

I thought to myself: Bullshit. The press conference is free theatre to be used by anybody who can make the best use of it. The purpose of a press conference is to make news. News is free. Why assume that the only person who can make news is the presidential candidates who answers questions? McCarthy is just an actor, and we’re all actors. There is no stage.

Theatre uses whatever props it needs to most dramatically make its point. The most effective theatre breaks rules, throwing people into a new situation without guides to behaviour. It wouldn’t be effective just asking McCarthy a question. McCarthy could co-opt any question. Anyway, what offends us most is not McCarthy’s content, but his style. The most oppressive thing about it is the format of the press conference treating the candidate as an authority.

It was a few minutes before McCarthy was due to arrive and I had no props and no ideas. I was on acid and I stood to the side jogging like a boxer, working up enough confidence to act out of the roles that everybody else would be respecting. When you break a set theatre like a press conference or a classroom, you got to have a lot of confidence in yourself because everybody’s going to be looking at you as if you’re crazy. You got to be crazy.

Somebody was holding a newspaper and I saw the heading: JAILBREAK IN HUE, 2000 VIET CONG FREE. I was delirious! 2000 people who were in jail a few hours ago were now free! McCarthy says he’s against the war, doesn’t he? For what other reason could he be against the war except to see the Viet Cong free?

McCarthy came in just as I heard he was: distant, distinguished, reserved, unemotional. He had no Secret Service protection. Didn’t the word reach him that the crazies had infiltrated the college editors’ conference?

He finished his 15 minute speech and was getting ready to answer questions, when I started running towards him.

I jumped on the stage, put my arm around him, and started screaming, “People are free, Gen. Gen. people are free. Aren’t you happy? Isn’t that great!” The television cameras were buzzing away. My arm was around his shoulder. I’d intended to kiss him — really I did — but it just didn’t work out because he was so cold. I felt like an unrequited lover, my emotion unreturned. McCarthy actually tried to ignore me, continuing the press conference as if I weren’t there.

Within ten seconds there were five more yippies and diggers on all fours around his feet, barking like little animals. The editors went out of their minds. The organizers of the conference tried to plead with us reasonably to move away, but it didn’t work. We were delirious that human beings were free in Vietnam, and we wanted to celebrate, not have some boring press conference.

Gene was surrounded by the Marx Brothers. We tried to unnerve him psychologically, making faces at his every answer, booping and cheering things he said. But he went on — trying to be the master defuser of crisis.

We heard an Indian drum in the background. Dum-dum-dum. People were carrying a coffin towards us. As they got closer and closer, I saw McCarthy get edgier and edgier. “Don’t worry, Gene,” I said. But he was trying to act as if I didn’t exist. The coffin-carriers reached McCarthy and emptied the coffin upside down. Hundrads of McCarthy buttons came flying out wrapped in an American flag. The coffin read: “Electoral Politics.” At this point McCarthy just turned away, left the stage and cut the press conference short.

The college editors started moving towards me, hungry for blood. They were seething with an energy I’d never seen them express over the war in Vietnam. Their professional reputations had been spoiled. They went berserk. “What are you so angry about?” I screamed. “McCarthy paid us to do this. His campaign is dull, dull, dull. It’s the best thing that’s happened to his campaign. Finally he’s going to make national television. Don’t worry, McCarthy’s not pissed at you. He’s happy!”

“If this is your revolution, Rubin, you can have it,” one editor said. I didn’t know he was that interested in the revolution in the first place. “If this is your newspaper business, you can have it,” I replied.

Being an ex-reporter I felt self-righteous. “We gave you a news story and you’re angry. What kind of reporters are you? Fuck you. What is this shit, objective journalism? What are you trying to do, be reporters like your daddies? These press conference formats are dead!”

I was furious at these editors because I finally realized their game: they want to be popular. “Go home and watch television!” I screamed, “you’re corpses. TV is putting you all out of business. Hah, hah. TV is making you useless!”

The editors just couldn’t keep the niggers out of their conferences or their newspapers — no matter how hard they tried.

Good theatre is the unexpected. Everybody always expects radicals to march in a circle, carrying picket signs and shouting slogans. Radicals have got to put away their picket signs and use their imagination.

Bobby Kennedy was coming to San Francisco to speak at a $500 a plate dinner for the Big Democrats. I can never understand those $500 and $1000 dinners. Are some people that hungry? What do these Democrats do? — starve themselves for weeks and then come in like hungry lions, devouring everything on their plate, and then putting it aside, and saying, “Now that was worth $500”? I guess I look at them through my son-of-a-whooping man eyes. To them $1000 is pocket money. They see it the way I see a quarter.

We got to Kennedy’s dinner an hour early and set up a table with bread, bologna and mustard, and we made free sandwiches to give to all the necklaced, fancy-dressed, tail-coated men and women coming to eat Senator Kennedy’s big dinner. It sounded like a rotten deal to us, paying $500 for dinner inside, when you could get a free bologna sandwich outside. When people arrived, we shouted, “Have a free bologna sandwich. Why pay $500 for bologna inside when you can get free bologna right here?”

I never saw so many “influential” people get so angry in my life. “You scum, you dirt, you filth!” they screamed at us. I yelled back, “I thought only Republicans talked like that!” The women were scandalized. They moved away from us as if we were a snake about ready to coil.

Kennedy attracts a lot of Jack Newfield-types, liberal-dupes who come on to revolutionaries real chummy-chum-chum. “We’re really for—
Castro, but we’re working for Kennedy so that we can make things easier for revolutionaries, don’t you know?” And then they added, “and we got free tickets.” But this time the revolutionaries had a great tactic. The liberals had to prove their friendship to us by eating our bologna sandwiches. If they ate the bologna it would ruin their appetites for sure, and we could be certain they would be repulsed by Bobby Kennedy’s dinner. You are what you eat.

What if one day 5000 sound trucks travelled throughout a city announcing, “The war in Vietnam is over. Turn on your radio for further information.” The telephone wires would be buzzing. Within two minutes everybody would be calling his mother telling her “The war is over!” Nixon would have to come on television to reassure the American people that the war is still on, despite the vicious rumour-mongers.

The peace movement is not bureaucratically organized well enough to carry out such a project, and is also too locked into ideology to let its imagination go crazy. Phil Ochs went around from peace group to peace group in spring of 1967 trying to convince them that it was time for the peace movement to celebrate the end of the war. The rumour started going around that Phil Ochs had become an apolitical acid-head, which was not true. Phil just sees too many movies. “How can we deal with the absurdity of Vietnam except with our own absurdity?” asked Ochs. Finally Ochs gave up on the politicos and peace people, and started working with the freaks.

Posters of a sailor kissing his girl on V-D day, WW II vintage, were plastered all over New York City, announcing the celebration of the end of the Vietnam war. 2000 teenagers and assorted nuts showed up at Washington Square Park — for most of whom the war had never even begun. We didn’t know what to do with ourselves, so we went around playing our noisemakers and telling each other that “The war is over!” We got in a huddle and started counting backwards: 100-99-98-97, and as we got into the 20s more joined us and when we hit 1, we screamed “The war is over!” and we started running up Fifth Avenue to share the good news with our fellow New Yorkers.

The cops were unprepared. They thought we were going to be nice boys and girls and celebrate the end of the war by playing in the Washington Square sandbox all afternoon. We ran through the streets screaming, “The war is over!” Cab drivers honked their horns. People stopped their cars and got out to ask, “What did you say?” Even pro-war types waved and said, “Is it really? How did you know?” Alan Ginsberg ran into automatons, threw his hands to the sky in that special Ginsberg handspring, and screamed at the top of his lungs, “The war is over!”

Everything became part of the celebration. New York cops on horses and with sirens blazing came after us to clear the streets. We thought the police were celebrating the end of the war, too, bringing their own noisemakers and props. Red lights, green lights, traffic jams and noises all became part of the celebration.

Nobody was unhappy the war was over. And what was even more amazing: Nobody asked: Who won? Nobody gave a damn.

We should have brooked into Broadway plays and screamed, “The war is over!” People there would have turned to us and said, “Ssssh. You’re interrupting the play. Ssssh.” We’d respond, “We’re part of the play.”

“Demonstrations should turn you on, not off,” says Phil Ochs.

The demonstration broke people out of their expected roles, Pro-war people couldn’t figure out how to react to this psychological assault on their minds. How much more effective than parading around with signs saying, “End the war.”

The key to theatre is timing. Theatre grows out of the situation and key to theatre is timing. In the summer of ’67 it was appropriate to scream the war is over. But then LBJ pulled a theatrical trick on us. He said the war is over. The role of the peace movement during the time of negotiations is to show people that the war is still on. The yippie demonstration in Chicago was the reverse of the War is Over demonstration. We ran through the streets shouting, “The War is On!”

The power to define is the power to control. Over 99% of the violence that takes place in America is by the State through its cops and armies. But when a cop shoots a nigger, that’s “law and order.” When a
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black man defends himself against a cop, that's "violence." Is the same moral act performed when a Jew kills a Nazi as when a Nazi kills a Jew? Why aren't there different words to describe the violence of the oppressor and the violence of the oppressed? The power structure creates the frame of reference which forces the people to see things from their point of view. The role of the revolutionary is to create actions which force a revolutionary frame of reference.

Huey P. Newton determined what millions of people would think and talk about for years when one October morning in 1967 in Oakland, California, he shot and killed an Oakland cop who had stopped his car and was bullying him, ready to kill.

Not a million books, articles or speeches could have defined the situation so clearly as Huey's action. Huey forced people throughout the world to ask themselves: What would I do if I were Huey Newton? What would I do if I were an Oakland black terrorized by Oakland police? Thousands of people identified not with the dead Oakland policeman but with Huey Newton. A massive response from black people, white liberals, white radicals, students, professors, doctors, housewives throughout California formed the Huey Newton Defense Committee and argued that black people should arm themselves and defend themselves from the violence of the white police.

The white power structure tried to react business-as-usual. One white life is worth 1000 black lives. They made plans to execute Huey P. Newton.

The Oakland courts were unable to execute Huey. Huey was convicted of voluntary manslaughter and sentenced to 2 to 15 years in jail — a compromise.

Huey Newton has become a symbol of the liberated, black revolutionary acting for his people. The battle to free Huey is the battle to free ourselves, because Huey did something that was right, but that we are as yet afraid to do, and he redefined the situation for all of us.

The Black Panthers have been able to take actions that have created legends throughout America. The Panther uniform — beret, black leather jacket, gun — gave the Panther myth incredible force. Three Panthers on the street became an army of thousands. When the jackasses of the California state legislature were meeting in Sacramento to deliberate a bill to leave guns in the hands of the cops but take them out of the hands of the victims of the cops, the blacks, the Panthers armed themselves, drove to Sacramento and invaded the Chamber to personally pay a visit on their Congressmen to discuss their grievances.

The idea of armed mad niggers invading their Sacramento sanctuary must be a nightmare of every congressman. But the Panthers were acting out of common sense. How else can a citizen talk to congressmen? By writing a letter which is answered mechanically by machine? Our legislators have cut themselves off from the experience of the people. They represent special interest groups and see the people only on guided tours. They don't experience the life of the people, so we have to bring our way of life to them.

Fear and paranoia is the luxury of the suburban leftists, the armchair intellectual, the graduate student, the uninvolved. The further away you are from the movement, the more scared you are. The Black Panthers aren't afraid. The yuppies aren't afraid. The Viet Cong aren't afraid. In your living room, you're scared to death. In the middle of a riot, I've never found anybody who's scared. The way to eliminate fear is to do what you're afraid of. The goal of theater is to get as many people to overcome their fear, through action, as possible.

We create reality wherever we go by living our fantasies.

(See Oz 18 for Jerry Rubin's Emergency Letter)
QUESTION: Some time ago a doctor injected silicone into my nose just above the left nostril. The silicone started to come out.

I went back to the doctor and he removed an inch of hard white substance hanging out of a pore in my right nostril. But he couldn’t remove the rest of it.

My nose is now both uncomfortable and unbecoming. What should I do?

ANSWER: Silicone injections are still experimental procedures in this country. Even the experimental work was stopped for a time while the Food and Drug Administration investigated possible dangers.

Permission was recently granted to resume the experiments in all parts of the body except the breasts. Breasts were excluded because the presence of silicone makes cancer diagnoses more difficult.

Silicone injections are thought to be useful in correcting certain cosmetic imperfections, but any experimental procedure may backfire. Your physician has undoubtedly consulted with other researchers in this field regarding your case. Or he may wish to refer you to another plastic surgeon for a second opinion.

QUESTION: My girlfriend had a very unfortunate pregnancy before I met her. She had a Caesarian section and because of complications her uterus had to be removed. She does have her ovaries, however.

I would like to impregnate my girlfriend but obviously can’t. Can you advise me on the pros and cons of her getting a uterine transplant or similar therapy?

ANSWER: I’m sorry to tell you that no operation for a uterine transplant yet exists. But adopting a child can be as fulfilling to a couple (and the child) as one born to them.

Adopted children even come to resemble their adoptive parents because of similar facial mannerisms and body movements.

QUESTION: Whenever I eat in a Chinese restaurant the upper part of my body feels numb, I feel weak all over and my heart seems to pound.

What could be wrong?

ANSWER: Chinese Restaurant Syndrome came to public attention last year with the publication of a letter in the “New England Journal of Medicine” from a Chinese physician, Dr. Robert Ho Man Kwok noted these symptoms when dining in Chinese restaurants but not when eating home-cooked Chinese food.

Even before Dr. Kwok’s letter appeared, a Yale gastroenterologist had found a connection between Chinese food and headaches in some individuals. Dr. Martin Gordon and seven brave volunteers (all of whom had previously been victims of Chinese Restaurant Syndrome) ate in a Chinese restaurant in New Haven, Connecticut. You know they’re brave.

Halfway through the meal they noticed headaches, numbness of the face, palpitation of the heart, sweating, clenched jaws and flushed faces.

The culprit seems to be monosodium glutamate which is generously used in such delicacies as won ton soup. Most people are not sensitive to this seasoning, but those who are sufferers from the dreaded Chinese Restaurant Syndrome.

Don’t worry too much about it. One or two hours after the symptoms begin they disappear and you’ll be hungry again.

DEAR DR. HIP POCRATES is a collection of letters and answers published by Grove Press. $5.

Dr. Schoenfeld welcomes your letters. Write to him c/o OZ.

QUESTION: I have a friend who smokes marijuana almost every day and has fallen behind in his school work.

What can I tell him to make him smoke less?

ANSWER: You can tell him any drug can be abused, including marijuana.

“Thinking About Using Pot” is a booklet containing scientific facts about marijuana prepared by Tod Mikuriya, M.D. and Kathleen Goss. Copies cost $1 each and are available from the San Francisco Psychiatric Medical Clinic, 1840 Grove St, San Calif. 94117.
Does marijuana impair driving ability? Not in experienced users, according to a study published in the May 16th SCIENCE. Members of the Division of Research of the Washington State Department of Motor Vehicles and Departments of Pharmacology and Psychiatry of the University of Washington School of Medicine gave tests simulating actual driving conditions to 36 marijuana fiends.

The group scored no more total errors on the simulated driving test when stoned than when they were straight. Alcohol, however, caused them to score significantly more driving errors.

The driver-training simulator consisted of a mockup of a car facing a 6 by 18 foot screen in a totally darkened room.

"The test film gave the subject a driver's eye view of the road as it led him through normal and emergency driving situations on freeways and urban and suburban streets."

Alfred Crancer, Jr., of the Washington Department of Motor Vehicles, had previously found in a five year study that a driving simulator test could predict future driving skills (an actual behind-the-wheel test could not). Factors tested during the 23 minute driving film were accelerator, brake, turn signals, steering and speedometer.

The average age of the 36 heads was 22.9 years: 7 were female and 29 male. Each subject had three "treatments." One treatment consisted of waiting in a comfortable lounge with no drug administered before taking the simulator test. The second consisted of drinking 2 Bloody Marys or 2 Screwdrivers of a concentration sufficient to cause a 0.10 per cent blood alcohol level nearly half of drivers fatally injured in auto accidents have been found to have a blood alcohol level of 0.05 per cent or more. The third seemed to be a treat as well as a treatment and consisted of smoking 2 joints of a batch of marijuana kindly provided by the National Institute of Health.

More "speedometer errors" were made when stoned than when straight but in this test speedometer errors mean not speeding but amount of time looking at the speedometer. The authors of the study believe that drivers high on marijuana spend less time looking at the speedometer because their sense of time perception is altered by the drug.

"They often report alteration of time and space perceptions, leading to a different sense of speed which generally results in driving more slowly."

The conclusions of this paper coincide with observations often reported by chronic marijuana users. Some individuals greatly fear driving under the influence of marijuana; others enjoy driving while stoned and believe they perform at least as well as when straight. Driving under the influence of any drug is best avoided but it seems as if another marijuana myth has been shattered.
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Your book (Wilhelm Reich: A Personal Biography — Elek Books) is coming out this month

Today Reich is a sort of folk-hero for many thousands of young people both here and in America, and many of them don't even know why.

REICH: My guess would be his attitude towards sexual liberation, which, today of course, is a matter of fact. In Reich's early twenties, the Victorian influence was still very strong. He was really the first one who tried to liberate youth from Victorian attitudes. He made it quite clear that he felt that sexual liberation was very closely allied to political liberation. Also his work, Democracy Concepts, directed against the professional politician. I don't know whether it's as much in Europe as in America... but youths are so fed up with the professional politicians whom they see as ruining everything; that there is, whether they know it or not, an appeal in Reich's book.

Then the attacks on Reich which were perpetrated by the press and by government agencies, not only in the United States, but in Norway, Denmark, Sweden, Austria and Germany were because he was breaking the bonds of Victorian morality.

REICH: Yes, that is how I think so. They were afraid — evidently rightly so — they were afraid once the liberation came about in the sexual field, that the political liberation would follow. They were afraid for their standing quo. Reich is a great rebel, against most everything they stood for, and that's where the attacks came from. Of course, their 'attacks' are one of Reich's concepts of the emotional plague, which was completely distorted, again, by his disciples. That is that you attack someone where you feel yourself attacked — and they felt themselves attacked in their moral concepts, their sexual views, and rightly so. So they attacked Reich in that same field, and made him a sex maniac and what have you.

What was it that Reich was doing with, what the popular press called the Orgone Box, or Orgone Accumulator?

REICH: As I try to explain in my book, the Orgone Energy Accumulator, (its real name) was an experimental device the function of which was to get the biological energy of the body, a sick body, strengthened. That was its only purpose, to strengthen the biological functioning of a body. Now, it worked out that if, for instance, someone was very anaemic, it would do something to strengthen the haemoglobin content of the blood. It would enhance the biological energy and help the body to fight any disease. It was never claimed by Reich to be a cure-all. He never claimed it could cure anything, and it most certainly wasn't ever mentioned by him in connexion with sexual energy or potency which is claimed again and again by the popular sex magazines. Even the United States Food and Drug Administration tried to make it look as if it were a sexual altar. All these allegations against Reich and his work started in an article which appeared in the New Republic in 1947.

Did Reich feel that his work with the Orgone Energy Accumulator was stopped too soon for the kind of results that such experiments could get? That they were never fulfilled because of the injunction which allowed the destruction of the boxes, and the burning of his books?

REICH: That is what he explained, I think. He at least lived to witness it. What of his experiments in space?

REICH: I don't actually know very much about it because all the experiments came after I left, or at the time I left. I just could not accept it. He at least lived to witness it. What have you think about his reaction to the Sputnik? That was as far as he went. I don't think he believed in the spiritual world. I would accept this idea, that what they call soul or spirit, or whatever leaves the body when it is dead. I have accepted the concept of orgone energy completely, in that sense. As for living energy, I can't accept that that is merges with the general orgone energy ocean.

For instance, talking about total orgasm, which is a fusion really of the totality of the energy, moving outside of oneself, almost to create a new life form, to infuse that energy into another life form, and if you feel this, the totality is sort of what he was about — transferring the energy.

REICH: That is what he explained, I think in "Either God or Devil", and what is it there, the cosmic superimposition. This is what he had in mind — the identity of all living matter whether it's in space or in the human body. This is the same energy that moves. I know that many people have told me they've been taken LSD that they're able to go back in their minds to where they're only a dot of energy, like a star — and in a sense they become totally immersed in that total energy world and feel that the experience is very similar to what they've read in Reich.

REICH: I would think that this is so. I can't judge — but the feeling of anything about this experience with drugs, but I think that the experience would be the same. When people talk about it, and Reich wrote about the oceanic streamings and things like that, this is all part of the same idea, of the same energy concept.
When I arrived in London on leave I made straight for the pubs in the West End with the intention of getting pissed and maybe finding a bird. I got pissed alright but someone in the bar suggested that the best place to pick up a chick in London wasn’t the pubs but in Hyde Park on Saturday afternoon. So I slept off my hangover and tooled down Oxford Street just after lunch on Saturday and found the place crowded with people. Not my sort of people, mind you. You see after six years in the Navy (I joined when I was 15) you tend to think and react in very conservative, orthodox ways. What I mean is you get a sort of short-back-and-sides approach to life.

The people I found in the park were something new to me. I was wearing my wellpressed uniform and feeling very chocked-up in this unreal atmosphere. We had been at sea for 18 weeks — a long time without birds, music or someone sensible to talk to. I’m on submarines. There’s none of this join the Navy and see the world crap. You’re trapped in this cold, black prison and suspended under the sea doing jobs you’re told nothing about. If you believe the lectures they give you at Portsmouth we’re helping NATO — defending western civilisation and the British way of life I suppose. But it’s all so ridiculous.

One night I got drinking with some old hands and they absolutely believe that if there’s a war it will be over so quickly we won’t have a chance to survive. So what’s it all about?

Well, I’m in Hyde Park on this Saturday afternoon and there’s a guy up front singing and he’s asking the same thing — What’s It All About? Whether it was really Sebastian’s Story but by Sunday morning I was in another world from the one that had held me captive for six years. We spent the day visiting people and smoking. At 11 o’clock on Sunday night I knew it was time to get ready to go back to my base. We all drove down to Charing Cross. It was midnight and the streets outside were all pretty deserted. On the platform there were mainly sailors standing around or sitting on their suitcases waiting for the “Special” to take us back. It was the most depressing, empty moment of my life. No one was laughing or joking, all the sailors were trying desperately not to catch the eyes of the person next to them. They were all like executioners going off — in terrible shame — to work the gas ovens. My friends were looking at all the faces and I could tell they were horrified.

I knew immediately what I had to do. “I’m not going back,” I said, “let’s get out of here.” That was a month ago. My life has now changed altogether and it’s not just because of the girl I met in the Park and the scene we’ve now got going. And it’s not just smoking — although this has certainly helped to broaden the levels of my consciousness.

For instance, I now go to operas just as much as I go to pop sessions. I want to study for “A” levels to get some sort of education. The only thing I’m sure about is that I don’t want to have to return to the Navy. They’ve got a warrant out for my arrest now and I have to keep changing my address. And every time I go for a job I am asked for my insurance cards. I can usually work for a fortnight before the boss gets edgy and starts to ask too many questions. Then I have to move on. One day they will catch up on me; I will be arrested on a demonstration or turned over after a party and then I’ll have to go back and face a spell in jail. But that’s not the worst of it. My contract with the Navy — the minimum contract by the way — is nine years from my eighteenth birthday. This means I will have to serve another six years plus the time I was absent without leave. So I could be it until I was 30. The best years of my life wasted in the Navy is an appalling thought. I dread the thought of being captured.

I read the other day in one of the papers. that there are about 200 sailors, soldiers and air men who want to get out of the services. (The exact figures on deserters aren’t known because the Government is too frightened to give it). I know how all of those 200 feel — frightened and frustrated. I guess I’m really one of the lucky ones — I’m outside trying to lose myself in the Underground while they’re still inside rotting. The only organisation, apart from the anarchy of the Underground, helping servicemen like me is the National Council for Civil Liberties. Officially they’ve got to give you a lecture and tell you to give yourself up but then they try to offer any help.

The Underground can help a little more by being a little more sympathetic. If you see some sailors or soldiers around the scene, don’t immediately assume they are nasty, vicious bastards. Some of them may be at another personality crisis; they may be genuinely searching for a life-style that is more fulfilling than helping to organise the destruction of mankind. Behind those uniforms of death there may be souls of life.
If the Alternative Society is really to be an alternative, then we must redefine our relationships with one another. But something is happening. Mr. Jones, look at the Isles of Wight/Woodstock, where half a million young, stoned, broke, anti-careerists sat glued together and made of each other...yakety yak. It is easy to demonstrate that thousands of people are not football hooligans, wear bright clothes and relate to one another more warmly than stockbrokers; but when it comes to resolving disagreements deeper Underground, then this new morality is swiftly swamped by the old hypocrisy.

In the US major Underground disputes (LNS, Berkeley Barb, Fillmore East) have not been settled with daffodils and lysergic acid, but with punch-ups, lawyers and lies. In the UK, behind-the-scenes power struggles have often degenerated to a level which would make the occupants of Westminster squander with envy. Because the participants are often neurotically aware that their private behaviour contradicts their public philosophy, the minds are always clouded by confusion and anger.

Last week a crisis erupted in IT. There has at least been an attempt by the staff to offer a report to that exposed contradiction to that exposed. As QZ and others have pointed out, we cannot offer a report. It is difficult to present the facts objectively, as personal friendships with some people tend to colour our interpretation. Herewith a cursory and semi-accurate remark of events of the present crisis in view of some of the issues raised.

On Sunday October 11, the IT offices were occupied by some members of the IT staff and friends who said that the paper would be taken over by the editors. The London Street Commune was asked to take over the operation, but it did, and both groups issued the following statement:

The International Times was liberated by the staff of the paper. The offices at 32 Dering Street will be occupied from here. Since Love Books relinquished control of IT the paper determined to the point where Peter Mansill, David Hall, and Graham Keene claimed to be the legal owners and bosses of the paper. We, the staff of the paper declare that IT is now a workers' group and we will continue to represent the alternative society against any attempts to gain control. Our solicitors have been instructed to take the steps to halt any action the self-styled directors may take. The International Times workers group have occupied the London Street Commune and will occupy and use the building in our absence. The Commune will use the building for its own purposes which include the setting up of a Street Newspaper for skinheads, Angels, Beas, and other beauties.

NOW THE INTERNATIONAL TIMES IS AGAIN YOUR PAPER. This is a vital move in the history of the time - the so-called UNDERGROUND IS SURFACING. We hope to work closely with the Commune, and the other groups that are helping redefine our society. The new IT will not have editors, typesetters, etc. The roles will go but the work will begin.

EXPLAINING to QZ readers the genuine issues of the situation, we believe that the controlling legislation is not an easy task. For most of your subscribers, I suspect, there is no reason why they should not pursue their own lives by their own standards. But for the few, who are too sensitive to their thing which will mean higher penalties for all drug offenders, especially pushers, tougher police powers and compulsory treatment for hard drug addicts. To understand how this Government — On Saturday Life and Soul arrived at the point of legislating these measures it is necessary to examine the development of political and social institutions in this country since 1966.

When Labour was re-elected with its massive majority the country braced itself for dynamic change. The trendy technocrats had been given a mandate to shore up the contradictions and injustices of the society at which they marched. The moment was about to inherit the earth.

Apart from the financial crisis which shadowed in the Labour party there was the sudden, inexplicable 'craze' which the Labour Party was to be bankrupt of genuine understanding of the masses. There were, however, one or two exceptions. Roy Jenkins became Home Secretary and immediately set in motion inquiries into the state of the nation. Our task was to consider the possibility of abjuring the Labour Party to be bankrupt of genuine understanding of the masses. There were, however, one or two exceptions. Roy Jenkins became Home Secretary and immediately set in motion inquiries into the state of the nation. Our task was to consider the possibility of abjuring the Labour Party to be bankrupt of genuine understanding of the masses. There were, however, one or two exceptions. Roy Jenkins became Home Secretary and immediately set in motion inquiries into the state of the nation. Our task was to consider the possibility of abjuring the Labour Party to be bankrupt of genuine understanding of the masses.

The grassroot committees and standing committees on drug dependence and formed the crucial Government sub-committee. They canvassed the country, considered the chairmanship of Baroness Wootton. The committee decided cannabis was the single most important drug to consider. It launched what was to become one of the most important definitions and over ever undertaken. Membership comprised doctors, social psychiatrists, a police commissioner, magistrates and lawyers. When it reported to the Government in January of this year, however, the social atmosphere had considerably changed. Jenkins was trying to run the economy and the present Chancellor, Callahan, had been despatched to the Home Office. It was a new era of subtle repression. Callahan had already passed the racist Commonwealth Immigrants Act and in his new job he had to appoint a Commissioner in the Police Federation he had given the clearest indicators that he considered the Aliens Act.
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the Politicians, Callaghan is now armed with the forces of reaction to grasp during the Labour leaders' stuffing. He feels that the Home Secretary's job needs a
thorough overhaul, but that the job of the black is too controversial so hit the
hippies. Who'll complain? And what
about the rich and famous who were after
the election, "CALLAGHAN STOPS DRUG
DEALS, GUARDIAN, 18/11/69."
The book was announced today wide-sweeping change to help
the half the drugs menace which is imperilling the youth of Britain. He delivered the legislative package in the Commons today to the cheers of both sides of the House. It is a demonstration of the power of populism in the forthcoming election campaign.

Of special concern is the proposal to compulsorily treat regressive hard drug addicts. Counteracting "compulsion" in any section of the Act is passed.

A groovy butch Mud; well-hung: vv
DENT. A MODEL OF FRY KONIF.
Dick & Friends: Sick & Tired, Half Drunk, Hopeful & Tired. A groovy butch Mud; well-hung: vv
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When Joshua fit the battle of Jericho
the walls came tumbling down. That's
revelation. The holy Ghost talking. So it can
be done. The way to crack a mirror or
shiver a wineglass is to find the right
frequency and pound it. Like those strobe
lights that picked up the B-rhythms of some
kids dancing around in Ealing or somewhere,
and threw them into epileptic fits. T.C.
knows a cat in Australia who used to make
strange music sitting between two huge
columns and singing into them and feeding
and feeding it back and back. Finally, he
burst a blood vessel in his head and now he's
crazy. If you sit a man with a bucket on his
head and let a water-tap drip onto it, he'll be
crazy within hours. The Japanese taught
some Australians that. Music hath charms to
tame the savage breast, as Shakespeare
noticed. Music hath alarums to wild the civil
breast, as well, as Tuli Kupferberg pointed
out. It is partly a matter of the mode of the
music, but then as well something to do with
the ears the music exists in. He that has ears
to hear, let him hear. The bell tolling in the
desert makes no sound.

What then is the mode of
revolutionary music in October 1969? And
who's it for? Mick Farren is right to agonise
over the superficiality of the rock
revolution. The underground is falsely
complacent, living on an exaggerated notion
of its own importance and effectiveness,
which Mick Farren tirelessly deflates and
derides. He looks back with furious nostalgia
at the time when ugly, desperate, grinding
songs were million sellers. When shop-girls,
mechanics, storemen, packers, gasfitters,
wharf labourers and their girls, found
dignity, lust and anger in the music of rock.
It is painful to hear the skinheads saying as
they look over the crowds, past the
enclosure where the beautiful people bask in
a cloud of Mick Jagger's spittle, "Well, the
Stones are one of us, aren't?" Expensive
drugs, more expensive butterflies, dead
mates, Baby Jane Holzer's dildo, no, baby,
the Stones are not one of you. By Marianne
Faithfull's sacred Mars bar they are not one
of you. They are being protected from you
by the Underground's favourite scapegoats,
the poor old phoney Hell's Angels. In the
official souvenir of that concert there is a
photograph of the groupies' enclosures
backstage, which features, in filthy yellow
plush trousers, Ibiza vest, chain, and
dilly-bag, the underground impresario
himself. The expression on his face sums up
the whole blind alley of revolutionary music.
"Why isn’t it working" those hot eyes are
saying. "What the fuck happened?"

Why did Mick Jagger not tell those
quarter of a million people to take over the
city? Why did they behave so well and pick
up all their garbage? They were celebrating
their togetherness, boasted the underground.
They showed the parent-generation how
they were gentle and loving and
co-operative. Mick Farren knew that that
was not how it was. The phenomenon had
been contained. No one need be afraid of
the Rolling Stones any more. They couldn’t
I skinheads, the hippies, the yippies, all of your genuine working class youth would vicariously have been corrupted in the same way. Only insidious rewards this society offers to rebel yearns for the proletariat. Tendencies towards its own overthrow. The woman music has been corrupted too. New perversion, a kind of self-conscious Zappa has had to throw Mick and Marianne out of his house in Laurel Canyon, Mick do not matter, because the corruption and faggotisation of his own character are the deficiencies in his revolutionary theory tap on to the bucket, they cracked the a victim, after all, and makes little there were ears to hear. Better musician than any of the Stones, and studded dog collar and white clown suit, immolation as a pop though, when he c sist to dance in a • • • that is probably why It e - Id never risk inkling.) Zappa maxi! Atli sorts of integr* but he will never perhaps we may g that he has an imility which is the pre-requisite of,. The rock revolution failed because it was corrupted. It was incorporated in the capital system which has power to absorb and exploit all tendencies including the tendencies towards its own overthrow. The Rolling Stones have been absorbed, and their music has been corrupted too. Honky-tonk woman like the Salt of the Earth is merely a new perversion, a kind of self-conscious slumming. It stinks. And yet, even if Frank Zappa has had to throw Mick and Marianne out of his house in Laurel Canyon, Mick Jagger is still a better man than he; because the deficiencies in his revolutionary theory do not matter, because the corruption and faggotisation of his own character are irrelevant. What is only important, is that the Rolling Stones found the frequency, they sounded the chime, they dripped the tap on to the bucket, they cracked the mirror and busted the glass. Satisfaction can never be unwritten. It has been heard, for there vacancy to hear. Frank Zappa is more intelligent and a better musician than any of the Stones, and that is probably why he would never risk immolation as a pop hero. For Mick Jagger is a victim, after all, and it makes little difference whether he is aware of the fact. Though, when he chooses to dance in a stained dog collar and his white clown suit, perhaps we may assume that he has an inkling Zappa may enjoy his artistic and other sorts of integrity, but he will never make a contribution to the revolution of sensibility which is the prerequisite of political revolution. The converted seek out Zappa and learn more about their attitudes from him. But the Stones helped thousands perhaps too. When Mick Farren, and it pains him terribly, all of the time, is that the hurt out was so trivial in its immediate effects. So his music dashes itself against the horns of a polytema — every proposition has its bjs. Music must reach a mass audience, but it will then become commercial. Music must please those who hear it, but it must not make the unbearable bearable. Music must be violent and exciting, but it must not provide harmless expression von violence and frustration. In such a conflict Mick Farren’s Deviants could only music to thegainsst the druggist, rhythm were a bunch of Uncle Tomisms. The Deviants were offensive. Mick screamed, Russ battered. When the equipment collapsed, or silence ensued for any reason, Mick bawled at his audience, pleading with them to tear the hall down, to fuck, or shit, telling them the home truths about the music men's influence, complaining, cursing. But the audience remained an audience. They listened. They stood still, patient under barrages of feedback and Mick’s incomprehensible yelling. They wanted to have a good-time, and there was this wheezing Jeremiah begging them to hate something. They were too good mannered even to hate him. Mick ended up hating nearly all his audiences. He meant to yell at their parents, but he ended up yelling at them. We are the people who pervert your children, Who lead them astray from the lessons you taught them, By promoting the dreadful civilisation. We are beyond rehabilitation. (The Deviants, Transatlantic) But they aren’t endangering civilisation. It’s all fantasy. The Stone could claim this, they still could, but they never would. Mick Farren is convinced, passionate, sincere and unswerving of himself in his service of the revolution, and that’s just what’s wrong with him. Electronic music was a glimpse into the possibility of liberation, not expounded but demonstrated on the nerves; kids began to dance, to leap, and their want was born. Mick Farren understood the phenomenon politically, intelligently. He is still the best critic the English Underground has, and like Jeremiah he ought to be heeded. But he cannot sing. He cannot sing because, although he has a freaky throat; he cannot hear. And he never did hear what rock music really was, in terms of guts and glory. He is an impresario, but he does not understand exactly what it is that he’s peddling, any more than any other Danish street wheel-and-dealer. The most significant part of the rock revolution, because it did happen, was that kids got into their bodies. Music is a curious medium. Utterly abstract in its construction, but completely sensuous in its apprehension. Times, rhythms can only be conveyed by exact mimery. They are not ideas. Mick Farren writes, likely prose, he has good, tough, sharp ideas, but he is not and never will be into his body: He is a victim of one of the meanest tricks that our sick civilisation plays upon the body/soul hook up, chronic asthma. As a result of it, he is addicted to a particularly brutal form of stimulant, This dynamo dance with death has too much to do with the kind of music he makes. With the remarkable microscopic efficiency of the Pink Fairies’ operations in fucking up other people’s music. King Crimson are still apologising for the gig they did at the Speakeasy, which is the only regime which the Pink Fairies will ever upheave because they were put off and harassed by a more than usually drunken and drogued Twink, Steve Tookie and Mick Farren.

But something has happened. The Deviants are no longer Mick Farren’s Deviants. Under all the bullshit frivolity of the Pink Fairies something was really happening. A leather giant with a deformed arm, and a natural Charles II mane, leans into the mike and says with a manic smile, “let’s have some fun” before he drives off on derganed lead guitar. That’s it. That’s the pulse; He has it. The bass player can find it from him, and Russ boxes out the frenzy on drums. The words are imitable. The band practises these days. They dig it. They are into it. Soon their audiences will fuck without being told. The Deviants have discovered music. They used to be frail and pious. Mick’s yelling was still preaching after all. Now Paul Rudolf’s “Let’s have some fun” could set up a sympathetic vibration in the foundations of the Home Office. Mick has responded to the pressure, which looks these days like bouncing him clean off the stage, with a change in the group’s public image. He is no longer il Duce. Russ and Sandy and Paul talk to the papers too. Mick has swapped “The Pink Fairies are organising a musical attack on authority, like the MCS in Chicago (sic) a strategic, organised and effective attack on the stratas" type bullshit for the “If Nat Joseph thinks you’re sincere he just lets you get on with it your way" type bullshit.

Factory has yet to publish its deal on the Pink Fairies, with its special record and all that. If it does it really ought to change its name to Fantasy. The basic weapon of the Pink Fairy conspiracy is conservative. The machine gun that will rip open a policeman’s chest and furnish Mick Farren with a satisfactory orgasm at last is the weapon of the stratas: to kill a man is simply murder; it is revolution to turn him on.

It is not the groups who call themselves Underground who will provide the music that will shake the walls of the city. It is not the polemists who choose a microphone and electronic backing to continue an argument who will enlighten the stratas who continue to be born. It is not the best musicians, and it is not the worst. But it will be done with music.

Beware a man who is not moved by sound.

He’ll drag you to the ground
Come dance with me, come dance with me (in Wilson’s) land
Come dance with me, we’ll beat that hoary band.

(Tuli Kupferberg)

Germaine
EMI FOREST LP: SHVL 760 in the shops soon.
Single: Searching for shadows HAR 5007 out now.

The Battered Ornaments are Chris Spedding, George Khan, Butch Potter, and Laurie Allen.

They will shortly be presenting Mantlepiece, Harvest SHVL 758, which is, we feel, a mantlepiece.
ARTHUR... OR THE DECLINE AND FALL OF THE BRITISH EMPIRE. The Kinks, Pye NPL 13317.

Ray Davies’ appetite for middle-class, suburban ‘Nowhere Men’ seems to be almost as insatiable as it is predictable. From early 66, Davies has been writing and the Kinks have been performing that same old song, is the distance from YOU REALLY GOT TO ME to WATERLOO SUNSHINE further than the length of DEAD END STREET? I wonder. But there’s no denying that if there is little sign of any change in content on the Kinks specialised menu, Davies is still certainly cooking better than ever. Put it another way; if we hadn’t heard it all before, this album would probably be heralded with blaring trumpets and effusive acclaim... but we all know what familiarity breeds.

It’s interesting that Davies has always claimed his function in song writing to be that of reporter, rather than preacher. His insistence that he advocates no change in lifestyle for ‘Arthur’ & friends is fully justified, bearing in mind the strong journalistic overtones of his compositions and the comparatively few lapses into comment. Well, at least his is a more tolerant attitude than say, George Harrison’s honking wallowing ‘Pigges’, whose lives are growing worse, grovelling in the dirt.” Davies will have none of this... dig.

‘She’s bought a hat like Princess Marina’s... so she don’t care’, (what think of n•r?); or, ‘He’s bought a hat like Anthony Eden’s, he says it makes him feel...’, always a master of eclectic licence. Strains of George Martin, Cole Porter, Norman Petty and Benjamin Britten are all there in the backwater railway sidings somewhere in The American West, with shades of 1273 looks every stagey and sartorial in the background. And there’s Mayall, buckskin jacket and all, hitching himself aboard another train in the foreground, glancing away from the camera, over his shoulder. Looking back.

For a long time Mayall has epitomised the English blues and the Mayall group, under its various names (The Powerhouse, Four, the Blues Syndicate, the Blues Brokers et al) has acted as a workshop, a catchment area for developing musical talents. The list is long and, by now, well known, and most of them are keen on Looking Back, naked and unashamed.

Jack Bruce, Eric Clapton, Roger Dean, Aynsley Dunbar, Mick Fleetwood, Jimmy Page, Peter Green, Mike Vernon, Delia Hackshall-Smith, Tony Hiseman, John Mayall, Mick Taylor. These are all talents which ultimately proved too great for one man to organize and channel. At frequent intervals the watershed has overflowed, the talents washed away in tributaries until, many times removed from their original source, and demonstrated safe, left in the hands of a particular public. While Mayall remains, inland, isolated, accessible only to a few hardy blues pilgrims.

As the title suggests, this is a retrospective album, an historical document rather than a piece of living popular music. It covers a period from April 1966 to December 1967, as an indication of Mayall’s musical progression (in the same period, for instance, the Beatles moved from Hard Days Night to Sergeant Pepper) why Mayall has never really made it beyond the record collections of the blues purists, and why so many of those talents found it necessary to split and find their own direction. None of the songs really break new territory. The dominant style is Mayall’s own idiom adequately but never attempts to move outside it. This is not to demean Mayall’s stature in any way. The musical scene in Britain today owes no man a greater debt than Mayall, but it’s said that the debt will never be paid in the public acclaim the man deserves. Not, that is, while the music remains so insular and the format so rigid.

This then is an album for the pilgrims rather than for the explorers on the frontiers of modern pop. Mayall climbs aboard his train. The train moves off. The rails stretch out ahead, a straight line to the horizon. Occasionally the train makes a halt and passengers alight. They’re bored with the journey and this is where they change. New passengers board. The train starts up again. Mayall has to ride it through. He watches the horizon but it never gets any closer.

Graham Charnock

LOOKING BACK John Mayall Decora LK5110 (Mca) SKL 5010 (Stereo)

BRAVE NEW WORLD, Steve Miller. Capitol EST 184

Not this time Steve, you didn’t try hard enough. You’re still beautiful and we love ya, but you’re walking through one track too many, just flashing your credentials. Unfortunately we’ve got too tough to take the gray without the potatoes. You taught us to be tough with MILO. A battalion of Nicky Hopkins may have helped but then it wouldn’t be Steve Miller Guitar Milk.

Like the cover, it’s been out for months in the States you know. Ah yes, that’s Steve, all the stuff... lovely vocals with the drums, Sha la la la la, nice... a bit of rock and roll, drums good but a bit... Flasy... ordinary. blues, unnecessary, what’s next... lovely opening lovely, dropping off his consonants like Jagger and there’s Nicky, beat... not bad sounds on that side, yeah turn it over for me will you... some pretty, Miller, a celeste or something in the background, yeah it’s alright, but playing around a little, maybe the next one will have the right sound. A lovely tinge of Sailor and Get Back, in fact that’s the second hit like Get Back... bottleneck sort of early Stones, these parallels are off putting when you notice them, it’s poor and there’s only one more track... good good, beautiful bending of guitar strings, nice shuffling beat like Traffic or the band, it’s turning heavy, heavier, but it’s better than the punters track, the end piece is like the end of side one on Abbey Road, which is like the House of the Rising Sun. Well I dunno, it’s good but doesn’t grab you like Sailor.

It’s awfully well produced, thank you Steve and Glyn Johns. The sound stereo is very, delightfully absent. It’s a shame if you can’t make a balanced record, then we could salvage a side comparable to Sailor. Not enough of the usual strong tunes, letting the arrangements do too much.

I like it, but, nag, nag, it isn’t good enough. You can’t save us from drowning and leave us on an island with just a sob, sob, memory of yourself.

Some of it’s good to dance to.

T.R. ZELINKA
the photographic illustrations from "Variations on a Sexual Theme" of the variations of position possible in sexual intercourse contained in this book are posed by unclothed human models, together. This book called simply "Variations on a Sexual Theme" is the most intimate and enlightened manual ever to be published in this country. It contains 40 beautifully posed photographs by a top photographer, showing the basic coital positions, the knowledge of which are essential to ensure maximum sexual satisfaction. It is a book that could not have been published even a year ago; it is no hype.
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THE BEATLES Come Together

On initial hearing I thought that the isolated life led by The Beatles had at last begun to show. I had heard that they lacked new experience and stimulus and consequently had few new musical or lyrical ideas. Paul at home with Linda and Mary watching the box; John and Yoko watching Top Of The Pops on telly in the back of their white Rolls with black glass as it cruises down Saville Row on its way to Ascot, Ringo into the Record Centre and George strangely upset by his bust, uncertain about his friends but singing Hare Krishna. But the more you play Abbey Road the better it becomes, this is often the case with Beatles material but this time its more so. The same with their musical activity: To many people a long time ago and in fact Sgt Pepper is an album here and not material but this time its more so. The same Top Of The Pops! Ringo the happy family man and George Disjointed and patchy but... 

John and Yoko released "Two Virgins" (Sapcor 2); "Life With The Lions" (Zapple 01) and formed The Plastic Ono Band. recording "Give Peace A Chance" (Apple 01) and formed The Plastic Ono Band, recording "Give Peace A Chance" (Apple 13) in a hotel room in Montreal. John joined with Paul to record "The Ballad Of John And Yoko" (EMI R 5786) without the others. Paul's working on another album with Mary Hopkin after producing "Postcard" (Sapcor 3) but he's not all in the small bag if you get out the new Steve Miller Band album "Brave New World" and play the last track "My Dark Hour" you'll hear him very smooth on bass and so tight on drums the sound almost goes up its own ass. He is credited under his bastard 1950's Mister Tezzi-Weezi style name Paul Ramon. Needless to say its the best track on the album.

George has been hard at it with "Wonderwall!" (Sapcor 1) and "Electronic Sound" (Zapple 02) and in production he did Jackie Lomax's Is This What You Want? which he is very proud of together with Paul and Ringo and the more recent Billy Preston album "That's The Way God Planned It" (Sapcor 9). He produced and plays bass on "Hare Krishna Mantra" and is revealed to be L'Angelo Misterioso playing rhythm guitar on "The Badge" which he also co-wrote. This little rondelet out is found on "Goodbye Cream" (Atco SD 7002) and is very pretty.

Ringo's been into films and has recording plans which I'm told I can't reveal, but he has been getting interested in country and Western music of late - check out his tracks on the Abbey Road.

They made the "Get Back" film and album (now scheduled for January release) but got so fed up with it that they couldn't finish it. Some of the numbers: "Maxwell's Silver Hammer", "Oh Darling!" and "She Came In Through The Bathroom Window" were taken from the Twickenham sound track and re-recorded for the "Abbey Road" album. I heard an early take of "She Came In Through The Bathroom Window" back in May. It was on reel 97 of the Nagra recordings of "Get Back". The amount of Beatles material is staggering, if they ever issue a variorum edition of out-takes such as the one done with Charlie Parker material, if it will ever happen that way. The Beatles have moved on again: from the fab four mop tops to psychedelia and musical complexity and now a paring down to a more simple music, not a return but a progression.

ABBREY ROAD:
The sleeve photographs by Iain Macmillan, who did their first album sleeve, represent this album perfectly. The picture shows the Beatles happily back at the EMI Abbey Road studios, after a brief flirtation with King Togeko. Paul is home gone to where "Rubber Soul" and "Sgt Pepper" were made on old 4-track equipment. Now EMI has 8 tracks and The Beatles usual engineer, one of the world's best, Geoff Emerick is there and so is (Big) Roy Calvert. Paul's "You Never Give Me Your Money" which is surely dedicated to Allen Klein ... "You just give me your funny papers". The Beatles are evidently more able to delineate language again, the words don't matter, they arrive from here and there, often from schooldays: "1234567, all good children go to heaven" or the traditional words to "Golden Slumbers" which are sung (with a very different tune) in junior school. The music with these two pieces is some of the most beautiful on record, particularly behind the "1234..." section where the mixing is done with some care and sensitivity.

Throughout the side there are flashbacks to earlier tracks, "You Never Give me Your Money" and also references to previous Beatle records "Monday's On The Planes" To Tuesday... The Beatles are wrapping it up, progressing to a new simplicity (lyrically) but a new complexity (musically) and between them creating a new high in British pop: "You Never Give Me..." is more complex in its editing (actual tape splicing and overlay) than anything on "Sgt Pepper". It makes me happy when it first got "Honky Tonk Women" I thought that we would get "You Never Give Me..." and it was a perfect example of Paul's "four moptops to psychedelia and musical activity: To many people a long time ago and in fact Sgt Pepper is an album here and not material but this time its more so. The same Top Of The Pops... But the... 

Things have changed: John and Paul haven't written together for two years and the musical identity of each member of the group has become more and more obvious in the group albums. I asked John about some of these points:

ON WRITING:
John: We haven't written together for two years except to help if someone needs a line or two.

Miles: Has this affected your playing together?
John: It hasn't made any odd writers who write "em. Its when The Beatles perform that makes it into Beatles music. Its a long time since we've sat down and written together for many reasons. We used to write together mainly on tour and then there's a valid reason for it, but it got false: sort of, "Come round to our house and we'll write some songs" you know, just didn't work anymore.
Miles: Do you find the songs change much when you record them?

John: Oh Yeah. I mean they can change completely unless you've got a specific idea of exactly how you want the song to go. The whole thing can change completely at the session, just a speed change can alter it. "Come Together" changed at the session: you know you sort of do it the way you wrote it, embarrassingly, because you know that that isn't the answer. Then we thought: "Let's slow it down, let's do this to it, let's do that to it..." and it ends up however it comes out.

Miles: The number of new things you've been doing don't seem to have given rise to many new subjects for songs.

John: Well, what's there to sing about? On the album I sing about mean Mister Mustard and Polythene Pam, but those are unfinished bits of crap I wrote in India. When I get down to it I'm only interested in Yoko and Peace so if I can sing about them again and again, it's only like I'm going through my blue period as a painter. That he's going to paint this cup for a year, go into it, get into that cup. Maybe I'm doing that, and I'll do that till I get tired. I can always write "Mr. Kite" any time of day and those songs. But when I get down to it I like funky music. I like Rock or Blues or whatever you call it, so what I say is in that given area. On "Helter Skelter" they sarcastically read: "I Want You" lyrics: "I Want You, She's So Heavy", that's all it says, you know, but to me that's a damn sight better than "Walrus", or "Eleanor Rigby" lyrics because its progression to me. If I want to write songs with no words or one word, then maybe that's Yoko's influence. But when it gets down to it, "Bop-Bop-a-lula" is lim-bam-bam's great! That's what I'm getting round to. I remember in the early meetings with Dylan, Dylan was always saying: "Listen to the words, man," and I'd say, "I can't be bothered." I listen to the sound of the album. Then, if it's got a beat and the feel to be a words man, naturally I play with words anyway. I made a conscious effort to be wordy a la Dylan or whatever it is. Now I've relieved myself of that burden and I'm only interested in pure sound.

Miles: Do you still go to a studio without much idea of how it will finally sound? John: Yeah...you have a...like for "Come Together" I just said to 'em, "Look just a speed change can alter it. When I get down to it I'm only interested in Yoko and Peace so if I can sing about them again and again, it's only like I'm going through my blue period as a painter. That he's going to paint this cup for a year, go into it, get into that cup. Maybe I'm doing that, and I'll do that till I get tired. I can always write "Mr. Kite" any time of day and those songs. But when I get down to it I like funky music. I like Rock or Blues or whatever you call it, so what I say is in that given area. On "Helter Skelter" they sarcastically read: "I Want You" lyrics: "I Want You, She's So Heavy", that's all it says, you know, but to me that's a damn sight better than "Walrus", or "Eleanor Rigby" lyrics because its progression to me. If I want to write songs with no words or one word, then maybe that's Yoko's influence. But when it gets down to it, "Bop-Bop-a-lula" is lim-bam-bam's great! That's what I'm getting round to. I remember in the early meetings with Dylan, Dylan was always saying: "Listen to the words, man," and I'd say, "I can't be bothered." I listen to the sound of the album. Then, if it's got a beat and the feel to be a words man, naturally I play with words anyway. I made a conscious effort to be wordy a la Dylan or whatever it is. Now I've relieved myself of that burden and I'm only interested in pure sound.

BEATLESMUSIC:
Miles: You all seem to play in different areas on this album, there's a very wide range of music.

John: Well...I do what I like and Paul does what he likes and George etc...we just divide the album time up between ourselves. Its more apparent on the double album, but its always been that really. The combination music is what we call pure Beatles, maybe like "Its Getting Better" and things like that, where we've all written it and we've all turned it into sort of pure Beatle.

Miles: What's your concept of pure Beatle?

John: If I want to sound like "Come Together" and "I Want You" all the time, which I do, always did. You know, "Dizzy Miss Lizzie", whatever it is, I wanted to be THAT GUY. And Paul wanted to be whoever it is he wants to be... whenever we all combine and do it, that's what we term Beatle music.

Miles: You no longer have a group direction?

John: But we never did! It was just whoever was pushing the limits of the bag at the time. You know, we often all pushed at the same point, but it was never "This is the way we're going!" As far as we're concerned this album is more Beatley than the Beatles double album, because that was just us saying "This is my song and we do it this way, and this is your song and do it that way."

Miles: Do you have a great backlog of material to release?

John: We've got a lot of songs. The three of us write the most of it. Trying to fit the three guys' music onto one album, it's pretty hard, thats why we did a double album, we have so much stuff. But its hard to bring out double albums all the time, it takes us a long time, so we'll probably split them on other things like Plastic Ono. We'll split 'em off like that because its like being constipated with all the material. We don't have conceptions of albums. I think Paul has conceptions of albums or attempts it. Like he conceived the medley thing. I'm not interested in conceptions of albums or making it into a show. I like it to be whatever happens. For me I'd just put fourteen Rock songs on.
GREEN STAMPS FOR RELEASE

Honesty, release, which needs a fair amount of money to keep in proper working order, can, as a social help organization, get back 12s, instead of 6s.

They can also use British picture stamps and foreign stamps. Stamp collectors are now able to get extra money in pink stamps and cigarette coupons. Send stamps, or any other help to: RELEASE, 50a Princes Road, W.11.

LOVELY! JOIN THE PATRA CORRESPONDENCE CLUB.

Friendly, private and confidential. Share your hobbies, find new friends, both sexes, all ages, all world wide. Send stamp for details to Mrs. P. Gill, 66 Laburnum Road, Redcar, Teesside, England.

KEEP IN TOUCH
Letters held or forwarded, telephone answering service. Full Details 01-788 5570.

33% DISCOUNT PROTECTIVES,

durex Featherlite 13/4d. doz. durere Nufaton 13/4d. doz. durex Goosamer 10/- doz. only from DIRECT DISCOUNT SALES BOX NO. 24 1.)

FLEET STREET PRODUCERS REQUIRE YOUNG GOOD LOOKING GIRLS WITH VERY GOOD FIGURES FOR GLAMOUR, NUDE, SEMI-NUDE, BIKINI ETC. MODELLING. WORLD WIDE MAGAZINE, NEWSPAPER, ADVERTISING AND THE OFF FILM PROMOTION. PAYMENT FROM 6 TO 15 gns DAILY ACCORDING TO AMOUNT OF WORKING HOURS. ON ACCEPTANCE COMPOSITE FREE OF CHARGE. ALL WORK ACCORDING TO EXISTING LAWS. PHONE BETWEEN 10.30 a.m. AND 5 p.m. 583-0912.

'CONFIDENTIAL' B/W.

Developing printing service. Send sample negatives, etc. S.A.E., Prince, 94 Ewhurst Road, London, S.E.4.

DAYS PERSONAL MONTHLY ADVERTISER for the swinging permissive society and the sexually aware. Over 100 personal ads, Send 2/6 to: MAGAZINE, 5 Country Road, Staffs.

WORLD CALL! Swedish liberty in sex. Send 10/- (no postal Order) or $1 for rich illustrated brochures of magazines and photo. Write to: HERMES - OZ Box 6001, S-2001, Malmo 5, Sweden.

Bird Fanciers, Photos Fanciers Photos to photograph. Let us know and we will show S.A.E. for details, Box No. 24 (2).

Talented, uninhibited attractive singers and dancers for West End musical. Tel: 493-1464.

Practical and positive help is now available to men with sexual defects or deficiencies. S.A.E. for free details. Box No. 24 (5).

The BIG-EAR device hears through walls, ceilings, across the street. Easily made, Instructions 10/- Also for See Through from Behind Mirror 10/- Last edition United Kingdom Homosexual Meeting Place Directory. Box No. 24 (6).

PORNO SWEDEN

Yes, you still have to send to Sweden for your Porno. For £1, we will send you our Glossy samples. Richly coloured catalogues on Films, Colour Slides, Photos, Magazines, Books. We accept cash, Cheques and Postal Orders with payee column left blank.

MAYFAIR DESIGN, BOX 9077, 12109 JOHANNESHOV 9, SWEDEN.

INTERZONE A VILLAGE VOICE

News - Poetry - Articles - Reviews.

Work's by Roger McGough Glen Sweeney Dave Tomlin and others. Out now at 1/- from London Bookstalls or from Gart Butter, 50a Princes Road, London W.11. Add 6d Postage and Packing. Other enquiries 01-229 7753.

STUDIES OF THE YOUNG MALE

Artistic lighting & studio photography. Unretouched frontal nudes. Relaxed, natural poses. Don't hesitate - these sets of 5 photos are superb at 20/- for postcard size and 30/- for large 6" x 6". Don Bussy, 103A, Frier Lane Road, New Southgate, London, N.11.

I have a massage cream. Would like female to rub it in. Preferable if you have flat. Write to: C. Giles, 32, Dale Gardens, Woodford Green, Essex.

WORLDWIDE PEN PALS. Illustrated brochure free. Hermes, Berlin 11, Box 17/29, Germany.

Meet Sexy Birds, Gay Men, Kinky Couples, through a monthly magazine. Nationwide Contacts, Send 10/-, Lewis, G.P.O. Box 16, Blackpool, Lancs. FYI 5SR.

Attractive chicks who like swing along in Italy and France for the next month. Write with photo to: Alfred C. Rifle, Photo Studio, Via Odeschalchi, 30, Como, Italy.

AX LE TRANSPORT ORGANISATION

Axe has no agro-free service, for all types of scenes: 15 winter busses, goods vehicle cars, trailers, road managers and drivers. Breakdown service available. Can we provoke YOU into using us.

55, Turners Hill, Cheshunt, Herts. Phone: 97/31046.

TENSION RELIEVED - portable, battery operated vibrator scientifically designed for either sex, massages any part of the body. Send £3, 3s. 0d. to CASANOVA ASSOCIATES, Gerrard Street, London, W.1.

MOBILE DISCOTHEQUE: parties, any music. Phone CUN 3414.

TATTOO PHOTOS S.A.E. LIST 5/- COUPLES FULL OR SKELETON ARTIST 16 HIGH STREET, ALDERSHOT HANTS.


THE KEYS (incorporating "Offbeat" and "Meeting Point"). We proudly present, under the key cover the latest and greatest adult advertiser on the market today. Full of GENUINE personal ads, suitable for all tastes. Send 5/- for introductory copy now. Strictly adults only. P. Bayley Ent., 12, Eccles New Road, Salfords, Lancs.


Young man will pose for fashion or nude photography will travel anywhere. Anything considered. Very genuine Box No. 24 (4).
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